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" With Malice toward None, with Charity forj All, and lwith ñrrnnes
ROY, Mora County7. New Mexico, Saturday, September id

Volume XVI.

Fights

Mitchell- - Coi f een Business Change
'

very pretty home wedding
took place Monday- morning at
A

eleven o'clock when Miss Edith
Mitchell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. T. E. Mitchell of Teques-quit- e
was
Albert,
Ranch,
married to John M. Coffeen of
.The
California.
Pasadena,
wedding was a very quiet one,
.only the immediate families and
a tew dose menus 01 uiu wmc
and room being present.
The bride is a Graduate of
Wellesly College, but has always
'prized her ranch hoae and the
freedom of the big west above
the city allho a true metropolitan
land at home in either.
She wore a gown of white
satin trimmed in pearls with
orange blossoms. Rev. W-Dawn officiated with the ring
ceremony.
Lieutenant CefTeen is a young
ranchman who, since his return
from the war has bent all his
energies to establishing a ranch
and home where only (happiness
and success can await them.
He is a young man of whoiv.
any co:unnaKitymay well fca
proud.
m
Guests atlhe weiMin were- Miss 'Lu.
Mrs. Howard Breen.
the icicle
of
Eelle liefer., cousins
Coffeen's mother,
and Lier.t
all of Los Angeles, Calif, and
Mr. and Mrs. F. AJ Roy.rRoy.
ETheydeparted in a motcr at
Sr rings
noon far Colegido
ami ist z shower of rice stnd old
shoes, ard will bs at home after
t their "Nido
Nov. S5th
Aguilla'' ranch near Alter t.
-
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PECO REFINERY AT
ERECTING

SPECIAL SESSION

C. L.

;i5

CUM-CA-

BUILDINC

WAITS F63 OS

LQ

SEPTEMBER 2nd, 1919
The Peco Producing and Refining!
Governor Larrazola has doffed his
Company of Tucumcari,
adjournment
The
per
his
Board
as
met
moved
his
on
Kilmurray
spit
sleeves,
coat, rolled up his
"Si"
of the previous meeting; Present, the the money derived from stock salts in Future Free From War If America f
and jumped onto H. C. L. with following officers:
Carries Out Her PleJccs,
barber Shop and Pool room to the hands
the erection of good substantial build-- :
VnfVl
fopf
e
Says executive.
tract of ground
building recently finished for In circular letters addressed to the Hon. Sebastian Er,uibel, Chairman. ings cn the
JMax..M.- Vaklez,
of he jatlroad.
north
doors
two
him by Judge Foster
District Courts, and to County Boards
Hon. Julian Montoya,
In order to let i':C public know what
Members
(By Mount Clcrnom News Eurcau.)
north. Lujan & Son will occupy and Mayors, he attacks vigorously the
company its doing Mr. Woolsey.j
the
for
action
Clerk.
drastic
urges
and
Chavez,
Ai...inJ l'ri'aiiU'iifs Special Train, St.
Fabian
profiteers
pool
hall
and Mr. Stanley) treasure?, Louis, Sept.
the back part of the old
-- Hispliiying n high contheir suppression. Suggests methods, ' And proceed on the matter of busi president,
of the company, invited tht News cd- - fidence Unit b!. 1'ohow citizens in the
for a warehouse and Mayor of
the octopus and quotes' the ness as follows:
itor to accompany them to the bund-- 1
majority agree Willi him in hl
Brown will occupy the front statutes under which they should be PROCLAMATION FOR ELECTION, mg s tP V.'pí nes( av morning. iuv great
to cud war forever, anil (bat
desire
prosecuted.
m
carpenters were busily engaged, on thij ll(.y wl see to ij the peace Irenly
with his Office ' for the North-Easter- n It is
stunt and ought 'to
Bcar(j of
Commissioners
Nations inclusion
building which will house the boilers with fs League
New Mexico Oil Co. arouse "ho end of personal graJtude forTho
n,t"
tho Colnty oI Mora and State 0f This building is 21 by 6 feet, strong Is ratified by lb' í'
1'.1',s
Mexico, in accordance with the
Is i.mk't.K a
business. The village Trustees to the Governor and mitigate to hi3jvjew
Wilson
up,
Tho
are
throughout.
ly
wilt
built
popularity in ttny future election-r- -,
of New Mexico statutes, do
"
ViVG fatting on th, Vi- -s tho
will help him occupy it and hold
Zl
h and carpeniU.
of course, it don't really by gives notice and make public
!.
'com- - W
;; ;
the
',"; :l
foundation'
Thu
in
roof.
future.
be
will
election
there
special
meetings
tarnation
po-1
somo one who has a lot of
that
their
00 feet, ii; ready
f
,ul(1 (.x,i;,-oM j,.,,..
( l uu wiiy.
htical influence which can be used to held in the County of Mora, and State !Tout.ding room, .0 ly
New Mexico, Wednesday the 16th, for the floor. The foundation for tnts v (0 U!011, lust v.iutt the
advantage.
'
building is concrete, three feet bifíii, ..ufi
..
If it will make us forget the very of September 1919.
The
ground.
tho
in
deep
travels lie bus
his
in
feet
payThus
far
been
..two
J. E. WUdman has
expensive program of State admin., with warm ar.v müs V'i
That tne ooect and purple of said . mi,.H.m :s hiitv inches wide. Tne, .. i.,.,,.
planned
for
Larrizolo
istration
'which
building
.
ing rent on the corner
special election is to vote wr u.
i
,)K.
l.albi whoiv he.li:!.
b blocks in tho tva'.b will bo re
last legislature to e;iact and for against the adoption of the triree pro infWpH
roof.-:, f inally ami in (he little criii-- ro:iM
to
the
recently vacated by the picture the
v.oAi
4x4
hv
Amendments
the people to pay for which included posed
Constitutional
wl.- -o
show Mid will start a General pensioned jobs for a, 'host of political which have been submitted by the last the north side a t. rltitm.and cnMvlets
' i."-!IK' II.
l
ili.
aiei
platform
t.
run,
the south side 'a
Legislature, to all quann
v, 1:
forwuri!
vllbigi
Merchandise store in it very soon. pets and heelers, it will have helped Vnte
the
with
in
Ipno-tof the buiiliiei. The
ttio oniivn
along in the program of "Playing Pol- voters of the State of New Mexico.
to greet blr.i. He fe.'h; i.i'l dues
that outh platform will bo" in tlo.-- pro:; hesilate to s:iy cu v. l.cn oliattiiii,' "t'iil
The following
Amendments
itics."
th
where
siding
railroad
the
ns, i.
The fact remf.ins that the people will be submitted to thj vote of the mity to the
ci.!.íiu;i:í
The Christian Church.
his
"
.
. I' Will
i
ot'peop'e we as foil
:ars will te loaded r.r.d unloaded
:.) . '
1.
OsW.IIearn will preach at the generally can evade the high costthey
of t!i
The company offi:e building will
1st. To allow soldiers and sailors
living ry livig frugally, but
and wiir.t to lie
Christian Church at the morning can't vade t.e taxes for an extrava- to 'ote when absent from his legal cast of the compounding room an; wi thai there r.ie.y lie !' lueie wsr. IK
:x Uc ii.i Ut.
will be about the cise of the hoi!e Mn;ek the -; ote
and evening services next Sun; gant..' state tdmv.iistrafcion and the residence.
of
control
of
Thomas,
one
the
Board
'li.ii :
iiiitis,
a
To
2nd.
Mr.
ai
create
room.
iirst
courts will not l.c asked to protect
-day.
t Inteie'ed inerg:
of all the State Institutions, composed rectors, who lu.s led much expenenc
nil 1ive.lv v.Y
from
il tn.s
,ii:.
.... i; i.,
is in 0!;I; ly to
in the refinery busihe,--;-- .
Proving
wlu
week, where he is lei'"' rs a n li e to i ve: goveriniii
hom.i
this
worse
camonage
a
a
for
it is
f,oor
e; i': lb
:::
.lililí
cBlhKllule assisted bv one ci the Uet rcue
Lester Flint sends the J11LC form of extortion which political ex- - Crd Given to the
' i.: vi!' . :p:.e;i)
;ean- f.l-i
ny
iu
mb
t
.m.
a
Oklahoma,
of
"
men
construction
o.A
nf
,im,n .?
w n
f
rr.-l:;!- -i will i:i
nf Jh'idp'Pü íind
ihn nnctriii-Hnn
r.v.1 n?c
..
j.?
.
IllVllll? of maclrncr:
in trtany
ll.'..li..flnli
T
ctej,n- - u,u.buuMefmipment for the local
r 1
expresses pleasure mat
FInt.
l'iüf,
,, li
re is
The editor of the News hr, been
.,
are so good here- - lie
J.
,t.
Mmri-- j
r iiü- ;.. '
i.
he
a e:
have Wished iliany times that Wft an eastern Army Camp Thursday missioners of Mora County at the niewhat skeptical in rcvM to t'r: tion. Tim
V.'ii
ilia
r.. ;n.
coileeli il
lmrl rnt lpft M M. We certain- - whre he has been employed as stenog- - Town of Morn, this 2nd, of September "nmung oi a ic.r.cj ne,e oeio.e-hey li;e
Hit-ipeo; de
nas ccen lounu, uui .ur, h uui.l.,
lie
for the past year or more and! A. D. lilVj,
they bií
ly made a sreat mistake when! !f'mned t0
argument, the building now under eo.i- - gene tliriui; :!i. i.f
whik. 0n his ;
wctic.a
SEBASTIAN ESOUIBEL.
X ihrol :i - b.'iirt.
il, ol- till!
t.-showing
and
statistics
struction,
Itero,
came
telegram
arrival here he received a
we 'sold out there and
Attest:
Chairman
Wlii.-lSO Í o:'! in. so
i (it T.
WI.Í!
j 'mall per cent of refinery proposition;;
2in'sking him to return to hi3 first po l'AEIAN CHAVEZ, Clerk.
It riinrv, f1 dvs in
I.:"! f.
if
very
in
er.
ni'
!Mtl
live
,
In;
dividend-that have not paid large
be lef
ye:fs tli;.
June and 21 in July and some) ccept it as the lure of the farni ha3 The Board proceeds to appoint the removed this skepticism. The ficl igleal
ftsr;;.'! lir
!.
(::(. i:r, !1(..,T
less - ''W
C'":'M 011 C0Slá
;;
"Showers"' were three or ÍOUt a hold on him and Mother's cookir.j; .indues of election, now therefor, be
rymen let
never :
anolnjr
product,
finished
is
it resolved by the Board of County than the
; ii!,.
ppeah to liim also.
rlr::;'. lii' ll and
ches cíi the level."
Tucuir.c
Ccmmissioners of Mora County. that iooi ! aievment in tavor
notMil
Anii'i'ia lei
the following persons are hereby an being the logical p. till; to build a
I..I-l!
lei!
r
reus? '
George Kay has a fine new Buick 3,1 pointed to serve as Judges of election fmery. Statistic? sho-.- pr,ic!ienl!v lj..
.j-- l.
which lie is trying to teaeh to rida the in the special election to be held on nw v.nt if riii'inni
vL- in;
I
Slid, in.!. íree'
imt in- rettrrn-ed
Liest. Bowcn and wife
range like his trusty old Ford ha3 lo le tne ldth, day of September, A. I). ed lni'L'e dividends from 50 tj bCO
to end ll s va r, if wu
i'.'lO, for the
jirecincts of the
Sa.&crday from their Ir'dal for past years.
ed i,
'vei: ::ü s'm r war.
cent cn the initial cash outlay.
County
also the houses and ur
of
e. ll:.. n'.'pi
Tho officers and directors nf ilv I '.VcliiK'P Ii r
trin to Colorado Springs and lie
places where the said election is to
.'; :i e have l'.ir'iolien
company iiave splendid reputations a tile I.' ejree nf
from fe held.
arrived
Prof.
E.
Russell,
J.
is badh at his post as meat Ot.iter Clarendon, Texas,
prom'wes we m de i.',:i' j:e;.ie
oiisiriess men and from present ier.
last Thursday and
lie,
I.Hile. We
Pet. No. 1, Macario Segura, Levy cations theie is no doubt about ln f. re we went t
'at thsEoy 'IVadinp; Co. store.
is spending a week or so here. He is
eC
law Ihi
bad te,!:i"i liv
Madrid, Vicente Homero, House of ;
i'cej
:
!:c!n
the
l';o
;
writing life insurance in large and
iccoss of
flewer if our :
from ever.' emir.- Court IIou.e.
lection,
Refining Company.
irvs-.'el:;,;vv5:i,U, e:id we
Tir? Clayton Auto Supply Co. small decks for a Jot of people End: 1ct N.0i
Bernal. Porfirio
A lv.
:n. r.iib.
has seen enough oi iue in a
alel
tm. ilr.r;.. i. .,!:
Hous-oí
de
Jtian
Herrera,
iKave
IJcynes,
will
a:i exhibit of
sphere to make him thoughtful. Some election, School House.
tors iifd i' ' : i nil ir.ver;'.:. ar;s U:ai
WiUys-Kndit,
'Ir!;
Mitchell, an-- lessons he has learned have hurt but
. K. Mitchell
has sold h,.r V.'e were t::!:!n lie - mm t'
Pet. No. i!. Jose Albino Lucero,
!!;! U'.i u;e-01 VMt
him
well.
have
as
they
bresdsned
200
of town to war WlKill
of
farm
south
acres
Juan
de
Dios
Vigil,
Donaciano
Críelo,
Overland cars at Roy durirg the
m! if, if we 0.
House of election School house.
George Cable who adds this fine bit sort, and it ve do le-hiiu.:.;i oc neen if
HaiTest Festival Sept.
.ret. No. 4.
Baca, M. E. of pasture land and spring to his not do the best that
Vanhotinton, Thomas Mayham, House broad and growing acres. The con-o- f action can do to end it, we are of all
men the most unfaithful the most unJohn Dakor and Henry Campelection, School House
hideration was $15.00 per acre. Mrs.
loving hearts who sufD. P. Upton came down from bell came m Wednesday from
Gorge Mitchell returned to Optimo, N. M., faithfulin to thewar,
fered
this
the most unfaithful
Dawson .Wednesday on a business Manchester., Kentucky to. see faancnez, Concepción Estrada, Houne ,
te?ch school again this to those households bowed in grief ami
d,!in.
of election, School House Buena Vista,
winter. This is her third term there yet lifreil with the feeling that the UiJ
trip. Hedías a position as Mine how harvest looks here.
ft
n(.m..irm
They Pet.
and she
remain long if the people laid down his life for a great thins,
Bos there but thinks of quitting left their families there for the Guadalupe Garcia, Manuel Valdez.
' there can keep her. Mrs Mitchell will pnd, aiming other things, In order that
House or electon, School House.
it and coming back to the "dry present.
Pet. No. 7. Joaquin Sandoval Pedro give up her long cherished dream of a other Ind i ínielit never have to' do the
I
Geo. M. King, House of elec - farm home on her homestead. It can't same thing.
Padilla,
farm."
"That is what the League of Nations
tion, bchool House.
ii,e done without a man to help make
Is for to end this war justly and then
Misa Bryant, arrived
from
Pet. No. 8. Tomas Fernandez, Mar- - Jt
...... not
' '
merely to serve notice on a govl'etcr IIs.ll and family were Denver .Sunday and assumed the tin Berg, Vidal Mondragon, House of
ernment which would contemplate the
election School House.
dowu from the French Tract duties of primary teacher in the Pet. No. i). Estovan Lucero. Con
Peter Wagner returned to his home name things (lenimiiy contemplated
this week and leased his; farm Roy Schools. .Miss Bryant comes cepcion Arellano, Vidal Cordova, House 'at Alva, Oklahoma, last Thursday. A that they will do so at their peril, but
the combination of
(spell of illness hastened his departure. also concerning
oi election, old school Hous.
near Solano for another year.
with the best of credentials as a Pet. No. 10. Tranquilino Montoya, lis bought the farm, adjoining his power which will prove to them that
they will do It at their peril. It Is idJe
Flonentino Carrillo, Demetrio Montoya other recent land purchased before
He is much pleased with the Primary teacher.
say thai world will combine against
of election, School House.
ing and has been indispensable to his to
crops he sees here.
We omitted in the list of teach
Pet. No. 11 Manuel. Lopez, Antonio son uQ Wagner, during harvest but you ; but It Is persuasive to say the
world Is combined against you;" the
His daughters, Miss Blanche ers last week Mr. J. P. Reynolds Sanchez,
Antonio Lspmoza, House ot
v.-- v
.t.- -,
- i
urs. nr..
ñ r.
iyhk League of Nations is the only thing
v.auLin hi tel.t uaun.
wiicre nr..
i
ir
Hall and Mrs. Wjll Scheidmann Roy's talented music teacher,
Pet. No. 12. Alfonzo Acuilar. Chas. ner could take care of him when ill. lliat can prevent the recurrence of this
dreadful catastrophe and redeem our
and husband and Mr. Chas who has also been added to the L. Fraker, D. L. Fernandez, House of
ten-acr-
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the
C. A. Nicholson, aft
Tucum,
Refinery
'Oil
at
'Peco"
is pleased with t.he acticr, of the
Roy Village Ibard in licencing
stock salesmen.
lie is:S'lad to vay his iicence in
cheap nd
order tc have-thkert out of
town. fflisTreident. Ik. W.W.
Woosley and "Steve" Dalby were
up fronfiTucuraeari Tueay.
unrel-

iable-enterprises

Father Vachan is distressed
over news from the St .Jfseph's
Academy

Adrian,

that

Mich,

:

ifJittiuev

Strawn purchased a
Chevrolet
5 passenger car
Wednesday from tlie Liberty
A.

Garage and will use

Jieal

E&iato

it in .his

business.

At'dredge left Tuesday
icr California where "he will
j oin Mrs. A, in a' vacation trip
for ,a week or two.
J. Ploersheiiei leaves next
week for San Francisco where
Mrs. Floersheim aod the children
have been for several weeks.
They will return with him
Soon.

t

v

se

positions so ably filled, Roy has Fernandez.
Dr. G. S. Chapin, of Glad- a School second to none in its
Pet. No. 14. George- Santistevan,
Dulcineo Rivera. Malaquias
stone was in town Wednesday class in the state.
., ',. House
oi election, ischool House south
after repairs for his tractor. He
side.
Pet. No. 15. Juan B. Ortega, Juan
is planting a lot of wheat this
Miss Maude Kerns went to Medina, Margarita Romero, House of
fall.
Cleveland, Ohio, last week where election, School House La Joya.

J.

.

asserted, explaining:

.

-

.

Pet. No. 16. Juan Gonzales, Claudio
Pacheco, Rafael Romero y Valdez,
House
of election, School House
Sunday September 14th.
Abuelo.
Pet. No. 17. Francisco Lucero,
Program
Mrs. Cody arrived Saturday Federico Tafoya, Gregorio Marrujo,
Song,
election, School House.
from Mansfield, Missouri, and House of
Pet. No. 18. Piedad Blea. Aniceto
Prayer,
is visiting her daughter Mrs. Lujan, Pedro Gonzales, House cf
'Song,
election, House of Piedad Elea.
Tom Strong in Ro".
Pet. No. 19. Abel Ribera, Teófilo
Sdbject, "Living With Christ"
Gonzales, Esteban Borrego, Hqzo cf
Duet by Mrs. Ogden and Miss
election, School House.
"It's a BOY" is the language Pet. No. 20. A. J. Thuli, Antonio
Hornbaker.
Trujillo, S. E. Tipton, House of elecTalk How can we get Christ of the greeting Tom Strong tion, School House.
Pet. No. 21. Carlos Rodarte, Berfor our companion? by Mr. Wade sprung on his friends Wednes
nardo Lobato, Modesto Padilla, House
day
morning.
He
is
first
their
Whom will Christ make his
of election, House of Manuel Valeric
and an unusually fine boy too,
Pet. No. 22. F. A. Roy, Leandro
companion by Mrs. DeFrees
Archuleta, Jacob Floersheim, House
the
3
of
verdict
number
a
of
Reading
Hszel De Freas
of election. School House.
Pet. No. 23. Salvador Galleg03,
What is the result of living experts who have seen him.
Abenicio Sanchez, Maximo Ulibarri,
is
Tom
usually
modest
but
he
with Christ
Mr. Ogden
House of election, School House.
No. 24. F. M. Hughes, Sefer-in- o
What in our lives will keep dont attempt to hide his pride at Pet.
Lopez, J. W. Lile, House of election
man-child- .
being
father
the
of
a
Christ out of them? Prof Russell
School House.
Pet. No. 25. Ignacio Maestas, M.
What happens when Christ is
S. Berentz, Geo. E. Cochrane, House
partner in a business?Mr. Johnson
O. W. Kerr, of Wichita, Kans-wh- o of election, School House.
Pet. No. 26. S. A. Taylor, Vicente
Quartet by Mrs. Ogden, Mrs.
owns a 2,000-acr- e
tract 25 Trujillo,
Thomas Kyler, House of
DeFrees, Mr. Wade and Rev. miles north in Colfax eounty.'is election, School House at Nolan.

! .
iamine again mis week.
Song
week made householders hustle
for a supply again.
The well
broke down again
A

promises."
A League of Nations would have prevented the late conflict, the President

election, School House.
Pet. No. 13. Eliceo G. Esouibel,
Emilio Abeyta, Sabino Lopez, House
of election, House of Encarnación

she will live with her sister and
ENDEAVOR attend high School this winter.

here looking after his interests Done by the
Reading for the days of the He drove thru in his car and will missioners of

n. waier

i

n,t,

and Mrs. Will Harvey
drove in from Oklahoma City
Tuesday to see their farms near
Solano. They are looking for
hnd to buy and want to put in
some wheat while they are here.
'
Both are looking well, Mrs.
looks natural but Wi'l had us
Hearn
guessing.
Mr.

$

7

CHRISTIAN

Bob

f:--

:;.-

Wíi-.üi- t

they will be tunable .to send
Sisters here .to .teach the Catholic
School this fall. end winter. The
opening of three new schools in
.Detroit has .commandeered all
their teachers for the present.
Fr. Vach&n still.hopes to find
.a way to open the school here
White, of Oklahoma, were with faculty of the public Schools.
yet this fall.
him.
With these two important
C.

i

anur-l

start colonizing his land:.

Board cf County ComMora County at the
Town of Mora, this 2nd, day of September, A. D. 1919.

He talks of offering
$50.00 in
SEBASTIAN ESQUIBEL,
Fern Depew
prizes at the Harvest Festival Attest:
Chairman.
Leader for prize crop exhibits.
FABIAN CHAVEZ, Clerk.

MOV
5

IT

liar-

-

vest
Festi

E3

val
September
25, 26, 27,
1919

"I did not meet a single public man
who did not admit these things: That
Germany would not have gene into this
war if she thought (Jreat Britain wa
going Into It, and that she must certainly would nevor have gone Into ii
had she dreamed America was goinj
into It. And they all admit that a notice beforehand that the greatest powers of the world would combine to prevent this sort of thing would prevent
it absolutely."
He pointed out other Important features of the peace treaty, how it was
the redemption of weak nations, giving
them freedom which otherwise they
never could have won ; how it says,
"Those people have n right to lire
their own lives under governments
which they themselves choose," ami
how "that Is the American principle
and I was glad to fight for it. That
was the very heart of the treaty," b
Eaid.

i

He drew attention to the section of
'
.Y5 !t ":-- ii
of
labor. "It forecasts the day," he sail
hours, conditions and remunerations oí
labor. "It forecases the day," he said,
"which ought to' have come long ago.
when statesmen will realize that b
nation Is fortunate which is not
whose people nre not content
contented In their lives and fortunate
in the eimunstiinees of their lives."
In conclusion, the 1'residenl said h
felt certain the treaty will be accepted
and was only impatient, of the delaj.
He added : "Do you realize, my fellow
citizens, that the whole world is waiting oi America? The only country in
the world that Is trusted today is tfee
United States, and the world is watting
to see If its trust Is Justified."
Mr. Wilson's Indianapolis speech w
Pke the one at Columbus, an explanation of the league, an appeal for 15
'.HtlficHtlon. and a prediction that IK
'
was cure to come Into being.
t-

0ri

THE

Author

Yr"l

1

CFE- ir &E1CY

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"Well, I'm tremendously relieved
said Barnes slowly.
"And so am I," sold O'Dowd with
conviction.
"I have seen the heroine
g
of our busted romance. She's a
girl. I'm not surprised that
she kept her veil down. If you were
to leave it to me, though, I'd sav
that If s a sin to carry discretion so
far as all that You see what I mean,
don't you?" His rich laugh came over
the wire.
"Perfectly. Thank yon for letting

of

good-lookin-

-
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GREEN FANCY LIARS.
Thomas K. Barnes,
wealthy young New Yorker,
on a walking trip In New Eng-- ,
land near the Canadian border,
Is given a lift In an automobile
by a mysterious and attractive
girl bound for a bouse colled
Green Fancy. At Hart's tavern
Barnes finds a stranded troupe
"
actors, of
of
which Lyndon Rushcroft Is the
star and "Miss Thackeray" the
leading lady. They are doing
hotel work for their board. lie
learns Oreen Fancy Is a house
of mystery. That night two
mounted men leave the tavern
under odd circumstances. One
Is shot dead near by ; the other
Is brought back dying. The
sheriff detains Barnes. Oreen
Fancy guests appear and say
the mystery does not concern
Synopsis.

t

"barn-storming-

CHAPTER V

Continued.

The two men looked at him, plainly
perplexed.
"When was all thisr Inquired De
Soto.
"Early last evening.
He picked up
your latest guest at the corners, and
she Insisted In his driving me to the
tavern before the storm broke. Tve
been terribly anxious about her. She
must have been caught out In all that

frightful"

"What's this yon are saying, Mr.
Barnes?" cut in De Soto, frowning.
"No guest arrived at Green Fancy last
evening, nor was one expected."
Barnes stared.
"Do yon mean to
say that she didn't get there, after

alir

"She? A woman, was it?" demanded O'Dowd. "Bedad, If she said she
was coming to Green Fancy she was
spoofing you. Are yon sure It was old
Peter who gave you that Jolly ride?"
"No, I am not sure," said Barnes
uneasily.
"She was afoot, having
walked from the station below. I met
her at the corners and she asked me if
I knew how far It was to Green
Fancy, or something like that Said
she was going there. Then along came
the automobile, rattling down this
very road an ancient Panhard driven
by an old codger. She seemed to think
it was all right to hop In and trust
herself to him, although she'd never
seen him before."
"The antique Panhard fits In all
right," said O'Dowd, "but I'm hanged
If the woman fits at all. No such person arrived at Green Fancy lost night."
"Did you get a square look at the
driver's face?" demanded De Soto.
"It was almost too dark to see, but
he was old, hatchet-faceand spoke
with an accent"
"Then it couldn't have been Peter,"
said De Soto positively. "He's old,
right enough, but he is as big as the
side of a house, with a face like a full
moon, and he is Yankee to his toes.
By gad, Barnes, the plot thickens I A
woman has been added to the mystery.
Now, who the devil is she and what
has become of her?"
CHAPTER VI.
Chanty Begins Far From Home, and
a 6troll In the Wild wood Follows.
Mr. Rushcroft was furious when he
arose at eleven o'clock on the morning
after the double murder, having slept
like a top through all of the commotion, lie boomed all over the place,
falling right and
vocal ca8t!gatlons
left on the guilty and the Innocent
without distinction.
"I don't see how you managed to
sleep through It," Barnes broke In.
"You must hove an unusually clear
unscience, Mr. Rushcroft"
"I haven't any conscience at all, sir,"
roared the star. "I had on unusually
full stomach, that's what was the matter with me. I take oath now, sir,
never to eat again as long as I live.
A man who cannot govern his beastly
tippet I te ought to defy It if nothing
H&e."

"I gather from that remark that you
emitted breakfast this morning."
"Breakfast, sir? In God's name, I
Implore you not to refer to anything
o

disgusting as stewed prunes and
at a time like this. My mind

bacon

Is"
"now

about luncheon?

Join me at

twelve-thirty-

Will you

?"

"That's quite another matter," said
Mr. Rushcroft readily.

"Luncheon

is

in esthetic tribute to the physical Intelligence of man, if you know what I

I shnll be delighted to join you.
Twelve-thirty- ,
did you say?"
"It would give me great pleasure If
our daughter would also grace the
fesial board. I think It Is too bad thnt
he has to go about in the gown she
wears, Mr. Rushcroft," said Barnes.
'She's much too splendid for thnt. I
tHive a proposition I'd like to make to
you later on. I cannot make it, how-'rewlthouc consulting Miss Thack-rjr- 't
tnenn.

r,

dear fellow!" beamed
tt other's band. "One
Rush-cm-

stiff!'

high-hande- d

eloquence.

"Have you any objection, Mr. Rushcroft, to a more or less personal question concerning your own private er
misfortunes?" he asked, leaning forward.
For a moment one could have heard
a pin drop. Mr. Rushcroft evidently
held his breatd. There could bo no
mistake about that
"It's rather delicate, but would you
mind telling me Just how much jou
were stuck up for by the r was it
a writ of attachment?"
"It was," s,ild the star. "A writ
of Inquisition, you might as well substitute. The tct of a polluted, impecunious, parsimonious
what shall I
say? Well, I will be as simple as possible hotel keeper. Ninety-seve- n
dollars and forty cents. For that pitiful
amount he subjected me to "
"Well, that isn't so bad," said
Barnes, vastly relieved. He was covertly watching Miss Thackeray's
d
face as he ventured upon the
proposition he had decided to put before them. "I am prepared and willing to advance this amount, Mr. Rushcroft and to take your personal note
as security."
Rushcroft leaned back in his chair
and stuck his thumbs in the armholes
of his vest. He displayed no undue
elation. Instead he affected profound
calculations.
His daughter shot a
swift searching look at the would-b- e
Samaritan. There was a heightened
color in her cheeks.
"Moreover, I shall be happy to increase the amount of the- loan sufficiently to cover your return at once
to N'ew York, if you so desire y
train." Barnes smiled as he added the
last two words.
"Extremely kind of you, my dear
Barnes," said the actor, running his
fingers through his hair. "Your faith
In me Is most gratifying. I I really
don't know what to say to you, sir."
"May I Inquire Just how you expect to profit by this transaction, Mr.
Barnes?" Miss Thackeray asked
steadily.
He started, catching her meaning.
"My dear Miss Thackeray," he exclaimed, "this transaction Is solely between your father and me. I shall
have no other claim to press."
"I wish I could believe that" she
said.
"You' may believe it," he assured
her.
"It Isn't the usual course," she said
quietly, and her face brightened. "You
are not like most men, Mr. Barnes."
"My dear child," said Rushcroft
"you must leave this matter to our
friend and me. I fancy I know an
honest mon when I see him. My dear
fellow, fortune is but temporarily
frowning upon me. In a few weeks
I shnll be on my feet again, zipping
along on the crest of the wave. I dare
say I can return the money to you in
a month or six weeks. If "
"Oh, father I" cried Miss Thackeray.
"We'll make It six months, and I'll
poy any rate of interest you desire.
Six per cent eight per cent, ten per "
"Six per cent, sir, and we will make
It a year from date."
"Agreed. Get up and dance for us,
Dllly ! We shall be in New York tomorrow 1"
"Yon forget the dictatorial sheriff,
Mr. Rushcroft" ald Barnes.
half-averte-

.

-

-

eel!ngs."

Ill

"The varlet I" barked Mr. Rushcroft
frequently reads In books about It
coming like this, at first sight, but,
It was arranged that Dtlllngford and
damme, I never drenmed that it ever Bacon were to go to Hornvllle In a
really happened. Count on me I Siie hired motor thnt afternoon, secure the
ought to leave the stage, the dear Judgment pay the costs, and attend
child. No more fitted to It than an to the removal of the personal belongEaster Illy. Her place is in the home, ings of the stranded quartette from
'
'
the hotel to Hart's Tavern. The
the" Lord, am not thinking
of
younger actors stoutly refused to ac"Good
I
And Barnes, aghast, stopped before cept Barnes' offer to pay their board
blurting out the words that leaped to while at the Tavern. That, they dehis lips. "I mean to say this Is a prop- clared, would be charity, and they preosition that may also affect your ex- ferred his friendship and his respect
cellent companions, Bacon and Dllllng-for- to anything of that sort. Miss Thack
eray, however, was to be Immediately
as well as yourself."
sharp Barnes came relieved of her position as chamber
At twelve-thirtdown from his room freshly shaved maid. She was to become a paying
and brushed, to find not only Mr. Rush- guest
croft and Miss Thackeray awaiting
Rushcroft took the whole affair with
hlra In the office, but the Messrs.
the most noteworthy complacency. He
and Bacon as well.
seemed to regard it as his due, or
"I took (he liberty, old fellow," said more properly speaking as if he were
Rushcroft oddresslng Barnes, "of ask- doing Barnes a great favor in allowing
to Join us him to lend money to a person of his
ing my excellent
In our recast"
Importance.
"Delighted to have you with us, gen"A thought has Just come to me,
my dear fellow," he remarked as they
tlemen," snld Barnes affably.
The sole topic of conversation for arose from table. "With the proper
the first half hour was the mysterious kind of backing I could put over one
slaying of their fellow lodgers. Mr. of the most stupendous things the theRushcroft complained bitterly of the ater has known in fifty years. I don't
outrageous,
action of the mind saying to you although it's
coroner and sheriff in Imposing upon rather sub rosa that I have written a
drama that will pack
him and his company the same re- play a four-ac- t
strictions that had been applied to the biggest house on Broadway to the
Barnes. They were not to leave the roof for as many months as we'd care
county until the authorities gave the to stay. Perhaps you will allow me
One would have thought to to talk It over with you a little later
word.
hear the star's Indignant lamentations, on. You will be interested, I'm sure,
that he and his party were In a position to depart when they pleased. It
would have been difficult to Imagine
that he was not actually rolling In
money Instead of being absolutely
penniless.
Barnes had been immersed In his
own thoughts for some time. A slight
frown, as of reflection, darkened his
eyes. Suddenly perhaps impolitely
he Interrupted Mr. Rushcroft's flow of
y

Green Fancy.

fjf If

fflOj

Rushcroft Took the Whole Affair With
the Most Noteworthy Complacency.

m

Egad, sir,
read the play to yon.
I'll What ho, landlord. Have your
best automobile sent around to the
door as quickly as possible. A couple
of my men are going to Hornvllle to
fetch hither my "

"Just a minute," Interrupted Put
nam Jones, wholly unimpressed.
"A
man Just called you up on the phone,
Mr. Barnes. I told him you was entertaining royalty
at lunch and
couldn't be disturbed. So he asked
me to have you call him up as soon
as you revived. His words, not mine.
Call up Mr. O'Dowd at Green Fancy.

Here's the number."
The mellow voice of the Irishman
soon responded to Barnes' call.
"I called you up to relieve your
mind regarding the young woman who
came last night" he said. "You observe that I say 'came. She's quite
all, right, safe and sound, and no cause
for uneasiness. I thought you meant
that she was coming here as a guest,
and so I made the very natural mistake of saying she hadn't come at all,
at all. The young woman In question
Is Mrs. Van Dyke's maid. But, bless
me soul, how was I to know she was
even In existence, much less expected
by train or motor or Shanks' more?
Well, she's here, so there's the end of

our mystery."
Barnes was slow in replying. He
was doubting his own ears. It was not
conceivable that an ordinary or even
an extraordinary lady's maid could
have possessed the exquisite voice and
manner of his chance acquaintance of
the day before, or the temerity to
d
order that
chauffeur about
as If
The chauffeur I
"But I thought you said that Mr.
Curtis' chauffeur was moon-faceand "
"He is, bedad," broke in Mr.
O'Dowd, chuckling.
"That's what deceived me entirely, and no wonder. It
wasn't Peter at all, but the rapscallion
washer who went after her. He was
instructed to tell Peter to meet the
four o'clock train, and the blockhead
forgot to give the order. Bedad, what
does he do but sneak out after her
himself, scared out of his boots for
fear of what he was to get from Peter,
I had the whole story from Mrs. Van
sour-face-

d

Dyke."

WHEAT GROWERS SHOULD WORK TO AVOID
LOSSES TO 1920 CROP BY HESSIAN FLY

me know. My mind is at rest Good-by.- "
As he hung up the receiver he
said to himself, "You are a most affable, convincing chap, Mr. O'Dowd,
but I don't believe a word you say.
That woman is no lady's maid, and
you've known all the time that she
was there."
At four o'clock he set out alone for
a tramp up the mountain road In
which the two men had been shot
down.
His mind was quite clear.
Roon and Paul were not ordinary robbers. They were, no doubt, honest
men. He would have said that they
were thieves bent on burglarizing
Green Fancy were it not for the disclosures of Miss Thackeray and the
very convincing proof that they were
not shot by the same man.
It was not beyond reason Indeed,
it was quite probable that they were

trying to cross the border; In that
event their real operations would be
confined to the Canadian side of the
line. He could not free himself of the
suspicion that Green Fancy possessed
the key to the situation. Roon and his
companion could not have had the
slightest Interest in his movements up
to the instant he encountered the
young woman at the crossroads. His
busy bralh suddenly suffered the shock
Was she a
of a distinct conclusion.
fellow conspirator? Was she the Inside worker at Green Fancy In a well-laiplan to rifle the place?
Could It be possible that she was
the confederate of these painstaking
agents who lurked with sinister patience outside the very gates of the
place called Green Fancy?
His ramble carried him far beyond
the spot where Roon's body was found
and where young Conley had come
upon the tethered horses. His eager,
curious gaze swept the forest to the
left of the road In search of Green
Fancy. Overcome by a rash, daring
impulse, he climbed over the stake
and rider fence and sauntered among
the big trees which so far had obscured the house from view. The treei
grew very thickly on the slope, and
they were unusually large. He progressed deeper Into the wood. At th
end of what must have been a mile
he halted. There was no sign of habitation, no indication that man had
ever penetrated so far into the forest
As he was on the point of retracing
his steps toward the road his gaze
rock
fell upon a huge
less than a hundred yards away. He
stared, and gradually it began to take
on angles and planea and recesses of
the most astounding symmetry. Under his widening gaze it was transformed into a substantial object oí
cubes and gables and yes, windows
He was looking upon the strange
home of the even stranger Mr. Cur
tls Green Fancy.
Now he understood why It wat
called Green Fancy. Its surroundings
were no greener than Itself ; It seemed
to melt into the foliage, to become 8
part of the natural landscape. Mountain Ivy literally enveloped it Exposed sections of the house were painted green; the doors were green; the
leafy porches and their columns, the
chimney pots, the window hangings-- all
were the color of the unchanging
forest. And It was a place of huge
dimensions, low and long and ramd

moss-covere- d
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Development

of Hessian Fly From Egg to Adult.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Losses to the winter wheat crop
from Hessian fly have been rather
wloje spread. Losses are reported in
the Shenandoah and Cumberland valleys. Straw-fallewheat due to this
cause was commonly observed In these
regions where the percentage of infestation by the Hessian fly has very
n

materially increased this year. Reports received from the western half
of the Mississippi basin also indicate
increased abundance of the pest.
No Remedy for Pest.
Growers of winter wheat should put
into practice at once measures advocated by the United States department
of agriculture to avoid losses to the
1920 crop by the Hessian fly. There
Is no remedy for the pest when once It
takes possession of a crop of wheat.
Injury can be prevented solely by keep-th-e
fly out of the wheat. The department experts say the following methods are effective :

STORAGE HOUSES IN
DIFFERENT SECTIONS

Do not sow wheat on stubble If possible to avoid doing so.
Plow under all Infested stubble and
ruined wheat where practicable soon

after harvest, especially where this
does not interfere with the growing
of clover and forage grasses. "
Destroy nil volunteer wheat by harrowing, disking, plowing, or otherwise.
Plow Early and Deep.
Plow all land to be sown to winter
wheat as early and deeply as existing
conditions permit and prepare a thoroughly pulverized and compacted seed
bed.
Conserve moisture against a period
of drought at seeding time.
Use the best seed procurable.
Keep the soil In good tilth and, most
Important of all, sow winter wheat

during the

e

period as advised

by local farm advisers or state experi-

ment stations.
Community action in these measures
is absolutely essential to complete success.

.

TOAD

IS FRIEND OF FARMER

They Are Useful Guardians of
ing Plants and Vegetables

Grow-

Devour Many Insects.

Insulated Potato House Is Best
Despite its general unpopularity,
Adapted to South.
the toad Is a harmless, Interesting and

valuable creature. While the toad Is
to be poisonous, the
a often thought
Distinctively
fluid which comes from a gland behind
and Confined
Its eye Is not harmful to human beings
State West
unless it comes in contact with a tenCellars.
der part of the body, such as the eye
or lip. Toads change their skin peri(Prepared by the United States Depart- odically by splitting the old skin down
ment of Agriculture.)
the back, peeling it off like a Jersey
The Insulated potato house is not and swallowing It. They are also useused extensively, and as a rule Is betful guardians of growing plants and
ter adapted to southern than to north- vegetables since they eat all sorts of
ern climates. The construction fea- Insects. Their chief weapon against
ture of such a house is the thorough their enemy, the snake, Is their ability
Insulation of Its walls, ceilings, doors
to inflate their bodies to twice their
and windows. In northern locations normal size, thus making it difficult
such a house must be heated by a
for snakes to swallow them.
stove.
bling.
The Aroostook type of storage
"Gad," he said to himself, "what house, with "concrete or masonry ATTENTION TO SANDY SOILS
manner of crank is he who would walls and wooden superstructure, Is
bury himself like this? Of all the distinctively a product of Maine and Very Deficient in Organic Matter and
crazy ideas I ever "
Are 8ubject to Blowing Straw
confined largely to that state. It is
His reflections ended there. A wom- expensive and is always located on a
Covering Helps.
an crossed his vision ; a womnn stroll- side hill or knoll In order that ading slowly toward him through the in- vantage may be taken of a ground
Sandy soils are very deficient in ortricate avenues of the wildwood.
level entrance. The basements are ganic matter and are subject quite
usually from 8 to 12 feet deep, and seriously to blowing. If such fields
most of them hnve a capacity of sev- are covered with straw It will prevent
. Barnes meets "Mrs. Van
eral thousand barrels. Generally the this damage to a great extent. It
Dyke's maid," and the mysonly provision for ventilation Is by will also add considerable to the hutery deepens.
trapdoors In the floor through which mus content by Increasing tlje organic
the filling of the bins Is completed. matter In the soli, and the soli will
Occasionally a ventilator Is found in hold a much larger per cent of mois(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ture. Consequently It will be far supethe roof.
These houses, although practical In rior to a soil that is deficient In
Longfellow Justly Popular.
spreader
Longfellow is Justly popular as the Maine, will never supersede the dug- organic matter. The straw
poet who, above all other poets of this out pit or storage cellar now used In Is very practical.
country, has expressed with a varied the middle and far western states.
and finished art the simple, natural, Each of these types of storage has BEST EQUIPMENT FOR GARDEN
elemental affections and sentiments. distinctive features which peculiarly
His literary productions are confined adopt it to its own environment, but No One Can Enjoy Work With Crude
almost entirely to those in poetic form. do not necessarily preclude use In
or Unsuitable Implements-W- ork
Hyperion, a rather florid romance, and other localities.
la Made Easy.
The artificially refrigerated potato
Eavanagh, a romance of somewhat betpractically
confined
storage
Is
house
ter quality, are the tw9 exceptions. His
Garden equipment Is essential for
"Psalm of Life," "The to the storage of northern grown seed best results In making a garden. No
Song of Hiawatha, "Evangeline," and potatoes held In cold storage for
one can enjoy work with crude or uncrop planting in the South. It Is suitable Implements.
many other poens have made his
All realize how
name a familiar household word, and thought that community
easy hard work may be with the right
every schoolboy Is fnmlllar with "The plants of this type could be profitably kind of facilities for doing It. This is
Village Blacksmith." "The Wreck of used by the southern truck growers.
true in garden work. Garden implethe Hesperus," and the "Building of
ments cost so little in comparison to
the Ship," which are the melodious
their value that no one can afford to
ON
WASTAGE
FARMS
PREVENT
phrasing of thoughts and feelings dear
get along without them.
The same
to the children even of a larger growth.
may be said of fann implements and
Among Other Things There May Be needed equipment
in general.
Spots That Wash, That Overflow
Kettledrum Is Old.
or Are Poorly Drained.
The Greeks and Romans danced to
GROWING HEALTHY CHICKENS
the accompaniment of the tympanum
Look out for the waste places on
from which our modern kettledrum
has bt,en adapted but foiled to apply the farm. Some of these may be on Among Other Things Shade, Fresh
Water, Clean Coops and Ventilathis Instrument of percussion to war fields that wash ; some may be on the
tion Are Important
fare, and It Is not till the seventh overflowed fields; some, the poorly
The barnyard macentury that the Moors and Saracens drained places.
Shade, clean, fresh water, clean
of Spain Introduced the drum among nure may be wasting; the Implements
European soldiery, hnvlng themselves being left out In the weather to de- coops end colony houses, and good
acquired It from the Hindus through teriorate. The waste may be In try- ventilation and plenty of room during
Persian traders. The ancient word ing to do with the hands what should the night ore of the greatest Impor"taber" or as the French call it be done with implements and ma- tance in growing healthy, strong, vig"tambour" denotes the origin, the chines. Look for wasted energy and orous birds, whether they are for
meat, eggs or breeding.
P iln word for drum Halm taliit
wasted opportunity.
Aroostook

Type

la
Product of Maine
Largely to That
Uses Storage

well-know- n
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all winter and left
ma In a weakened
condition. I felt at
I timee that I would
I never be well again.
I read of Lvdia E.
Pinkham'i Vaea- Compound
and what it did for
women
through the Change
of Life, so I told my
V
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1 soon negan to
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I do all my own housework. I cannot
recommend Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound too highly to women
passing through the Changa of Life."
Mrs. Frank Henson, 1316 8. Orchada
St, Urbana, III
Women who suffer from nervousness,
."heat flashes," backache, headache
and "the blues' should try this famous
Iroot and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pink-lhaVegetable Compound.'
Our Sample kooiq It Now Ready fot
Holiday Buyers
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True.

Examiner In Physics What happens when a light falls into water at
an angle of 45 degrees?
Student It goes out.
COLO

A SUMMER

A cold In the Rummer tlm, as every
body knows, Is tha hardest kind of s
cold to get rid of. The best and quick
est way la to go to bed and stay there
If you can, with a bottle of "Boscbee'f
Syrup" handy to Insure a good night's
rest, free from coughing, with easy ex
pectoration In the morning.
But If you can't stay in bed yon must
keep out of draughts, avoid sudden
changes, eat sparingly of simple food
and take occasional doses of Boschee a
Byrup, which you can buy at any store
where medicine is sold, a safe and efficient remedy, made In America for more
than fifty years. Keep It handy. Adv.
Describing

Long-Walste- d

does

something

which

fits

to

them

hold their own among the wider hip
models. Now Jenny's chemise dresses
have wide panels hun at the sides
and turned up In a way thnt gives the
effect of a bunching hip basque." She
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KeDt Busy Explaining.
difficulties
One of the
of a married man Is to account for his
absence from home.
--
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Speaks for Itself.
Aro vm nn experienced aviator?"
."Well, I've been at it three months
and I'm all here."

Today is the best time for a good
deed.
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Ready Explainer.
"Tommy, your head Is wet. You've
"BAYER CROSS"
been In swimming against my orders."
"No, pa; I wus Just standin' on the
bank watchln the other boys when
GENUINE ASPIRIN
that little Tompkins kid did a
Acid-Stoma- ch
an' splashed nie."
"Then, why wasn't your hut wet?"
"I had It In my hand, pa, fannin'
Tea, Indeed, mora often than you think.
starting with
Became
myself."
heartburn, belchlna,
"Ump! 1 guess I'll have to make
bloat and gas, If not checked, will even1
affect every vital organ of the body.
a lawyer out of you, son." Birming tually
Severe, blinding, splitting headaches are.
therefore, of frequent occurrence aa a reault
ham
of this upaet condition.
Take KATONIC. It quickly banishes
with Its aour bloat, pain and gas.
Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" to be Important to all Women
It aids dlgeation helps the stomach get
strength
from every mouthful of food
full
genuine must be marked with the
eat. Millions of people are miserable,
Paper you
Readers o!
safety "Bayer Cross." Always buy nn
weak, sick and ailing because of
Poisons, created by partly diunbroken Bayer package which congested food charged with acid, are absorbed
reInto the blood and distributed throushbut
tains proper directions to safely
Thousands upon thousands of women
system. This often causes
lieve Headache, Toothache, Earache, have kidney or bladder trouble and nevei the entirebiliousness, cirrhosis of the liver,
heart trouble, ulcers and even cancer of
Neuralgia, Colds and pain. Handy tin suspect it.
the stomach. It robs Its victims of their
Women's complaints often prove to be health, undermines the strength of tbs
boxes of 12 tablets cost but a few
the
kidney
or
moat vigorous.
trouble,
cents at drug stores larger packages nothing else but
If you want to get back your physical
of kidney or bladder disease.
result
of
mark
Aspirin
trade
is
the
and mental strength be full of vim and
also.
kidneys are not in a healthy con- vigor enjoy life and be happy, you snoat
the
If
er
Monoacetlc-acldestBayer Manufacture of
of your
dition, they may cause the other organs gst ridBATONIC
you will nnd tha very help
In
Adv.
of Salicyllcacld.
to become diseased.
So get a bis
you need and It's guaranteed.
headIf It
You may suffer pain in the back,
iOe box from your drugglat today.
you,
It
and Is will
pleas
return
to
falls
In Army Fashion.
ache and loss of ambition.
your money.
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita- refund
The minister had pronounced them
af
makes any
despondent;
may
ble
it
and
be
newly
asked
the
wife,
and
man and
one so.
made husband to salute his wife. He
Dr.
But hundreds of women claim that
snluted his wife In army fashion, in Kilmer's
Swamo-Rooby restoring
fóft Yóca AénvsTOMÁcD
we
could
kiss,
and
usual
stead of the
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
such
Lsnot suppress a titter if we tried.
the remedy needed to overcome
conditions.
change.
Many send for a sample bottle to tee
the great kidney,
what Swamp-RooRed Cross Bag Blue should be used liver and bladder medicine, will do fol
In every home. It makes clothes white them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
as snow and never injures the fabric. Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
AH good grocers, 5c.
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
M. TMcnmtt.
All drngalsts: Boap 01 ntment
Post. You can purchase medium and
Sample Men free nt "Oatleara, Dflrt.
large size bottles at all drug stores. Adv.
In Realms of Art.
My fortune's made!" exclaimed the
Like Lightning.
dancing teacher.
"Pop 1"
"Have you thought of a new
"Yes, my son."
dnnce?"
"Do you know why they call those
Made out of old cara with IOWA truck
"No. But I've thought of a highly
attachments. All alzea for ail cars In
things lightning bugs?"
Improper name for one."
atock. State make of your car. Write
"Because they never seem to strike
for prices; catalog. Special attachments
for Dodges.
guess,
my
place
is
same
In
the
twice
It's safer to knock some men down
Denver, Cola.
The Arms Truck Co.,
my boy."
before turning the other cheek.

HEADACHE

ON

Often Caused by

'belly-buste-

r'

1

Age-Heral-

BROWN VELVET HAT.
A brown velvet hat flecked with
small loopa of henna chenille.

outline and embroidered with claret
colored bugle beads. The sash, which
Is really a continuation of the long
bodice, has Its ends fringed with deep
red bugles.
Evening dresses still have very lit
tle In the way of bodices. Black satin
skirts topped only by bright col
ored sashes produce soma, of the new
From the house of
dance frocks.
Brandt In Paris comes such a dance
frock. It is simply a black satin skirt
attached to a sash. The long, slen
der train is made of ribbon. A vivid
bit of color Is introduced by having
the sash corsage and train of orchldee
pink satin ribbon. The ribbon used for
the train is very much narrower than
that which forms the sash bodice The
shoulder strops are of Jet beads. Slippers of orchldee satin with stockings
to match are worn with this frock.
Autumn hats are neither large nor
small but of medium size. The Chi
nese note is conspicuous In them,
bright Chinese silk embroideries being
used to form round crowns which are
completed by small uprolllng brims of
In

this

A2".rl I

(

t,

Heal Itching Skins

t,

With Cuticura

CHEAPEST
and BEST TRUCKS

1

j

.
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crown.

FOR

THE

MAID

AT

SCHOOL

Coming Season'a Styles Sufficiently
Advanced to Allow of a Judicious
Selection Now.

.,.

-"

FOR AFTERNOON WEAR.
Dreaa of cream georgette over flesh
creoe do chine. Lace and delicately
tinted ribbons make this charming.

Prpnaration of the wardrobe of the
girl who goes away to school should
Fortunately fall
ho npmin earlv.
styles have already been sufficiently
also puts bulging pockets on the skirts settled so that making up simple
of her tailored suits and lines tnese dresses, blouses, etc.. for school wear
pockets with satin, arranging them may be done along next season style
to look as if they were turned inside nnpclflctltlons.
out
Smocks now being brought out for
Side Gore Trimmings.
emphasize the strong hold this
fall
Bernard's method of adding width enrment has acquired. The cossncK
nnd attalnlne the full effect in the smock Is an Interesting model,
xnis
skirts of tailored suits Is by side gore Is cut on straight lines and Is somed
trimmings which take the form or
what longer than the conventional
pocket flaps standing away from smock. The Jersey weaves either in
the figure. This is not an entirely Riiir nr wool fflber silk Is more fre
new Idea, for these outstanding pock- quently employed than pure silk) are
ets have been used on the front of nnmilnr fabrics, and brilliantly con- skirts, but this creator gives them trastlne silk floss, heavy wool or
further elaboration by the ruffled flap. chenille is used to embroider tne gar
The coats which accompany skirts of ment.
length and
r
this sort are
Ona of these smocks will be found
cut flaring with the fullness falling excellent for sport wear during the
over the hips. On these coats are late summer or early fall days, ine
placed fringed pocket flaps and some- vonns colleee or
girl will
times dangling button trimming. All find such a garment matched with a
of these things are applied to further plain wool fabric skirt very useiui.
accentuate the width at the hips.
Paris dressmaker are vying with
Fancv Handkerchiefs.
one another in Introducing startling
Tour handkerchief, to be
novelties that are just now having
A craze of the may be In a delicate shade of color,
their first showing.
mnmpnr In the frock from Preraet or if It !s white, the border may be
Jade in checked blue, red, pink or khaki
shown at the extreme right.
green satin is the material used for Fancy motifs of embroidery continue
of dainty
it and the embroidery is of Jade and to be used in the cornersmonograms,
of
Instead
handkerchiefs,
obtains
model,
silver. Premet, In this

today.
GET athepackage
flavor the whole-

some taste of Kentucky Burley
tobacco.

rur-fle-

scented convenient, economical face,
akin, baby and dusting powder and
an- .
ycuuutci Rancors nther nerfumes
Tollei
Cuticura
of
the
One
eerfluona.
ffrlo (Soap, uinimeni, x&wuiu

aaaraam

1

Savory beam, Mexican peppers, choice bits of tender beef
all in a hot Spanish sauce ! Such is Libbs Chili Con
Carne ask your grocer for a package today. Try it
with rice, mashed potatoes or spaghetti it's delightful.
Litby, M?NeiU & Libby, Chicago

'N.

r

gray feathers.
Still another hat showing Russian
Influence has a small crown with an
upturned brim curved high in front.
Softly draped satin forms both the
crown and brim which are embroidered in heavy threads of blue silk.
To correspond with the flaring hip
frills of frocks, many of which have
wider edges, are bell shaped hats hav
lng as their trimming wired ruffles of
taffeta which cross the top of tne

1

"'r

f

DOAN'SIV

long-walste-

Hint From Russia.
is some time since Russia has
been looked to as a source of fash
Ion, but that designers are turning
their thoughts toward that country Is
evinced by a high draped Russian turban formed of gray felt and trimmed at
the front with full sprays of fancy

IrtflnfivB rlirln't. apt.

to before me,
F. W. CA8SWY, JR.,
Notary Public.
Any
Star. 0 a Boa
Cat Daaafs at

great-grandfa-

It

right and the secretions
were scanty and distressing. I had awful dizzy

ExDOrn

!
i

.

.

fur.

W. TA. Rrniot.r IMS Manraret
St., Frankford, Pa., says: "A cold started my kidney trouble. My back began
to ache and got sore and lame. My
jointi and ankles became swollen and
painful and it telt as u
needles were sticking into them. I finally had to
(rive up and went from
bad to worse.
anll nKftn vrv?.hincr
before me turned black;
Mrs. Shasta
Ansa timtt I a Jtl iinn r ShOO
for twenty minutes. Awful pains Tin my
li..jl
franrin
.Ininit
........... And- WSS
ucu rc. v n.u
io nervous, I couldn t stand the least
boise. How I suffered! Often I didn't
care whether I Jived or died.
"I couldn't sleep on account of the
terrible pains in my back and head.
Nothing seemed to do me a bit of good
began using Doan't Kidney
until
Pill$. I could soon see they were helping me; the backache stopped, my kidneys were regulated and I no longer
had any dizzy spells or rheumatic pains.
I still take JDoon't occasionally and
they keep my kidneys in good health.

I

'

The most striking feature of the
autumn suits and gowns Is the Increasing fullness at the top of the
skirts. The ways In which the great
French dressmakers achieve this fullness are Interesting. One point
on which most of them agree Is that
the fullness must be massed across
the hips, leaving both front and back
perfectly flat.
Bulloi, however, has departed from
this by Introducing fullness across the
front of his new skirts, thereby differHe
ing from the other designers.
makes one skirt with a full front
panel gathered across the top. A little above the knee this panel has its
fullness joined to a shaped flounce
cut so that the greatest fullness of
the flounce Is at the edge where It
joins the panel.
An Instance in which Bulloz, like
the other designers, placed the fullness at the sides appears In a skirt
which has winglike pockets to give
the effect of panniers. This Is decidedly new and unusual on a suit skirt.
It
The Jacket which accompanies
flares from the waist, giving such fullness about the hips that It approaches
But althe point of clumsiness.
though both skirt and coat are so very
full at the hips the skirt still remains
narrow at the hem.
Mme. Jenny does something novel
In the way of achieving hip fullness
by making á skirt of very slim out
line and applying to it rolled plaits
which stand out over the hips. To
make them even more pronounced she
pr.ds these rolls, which swing loose
from the belt and disappear gradually
into the narrowing fullness of the
skirt lower down.
The chemise dress, which has held
the center of the fashion stage for
so long, was originally launched by
She still makes chemiae
Jenny.
dresses, which have been her favor
ites for the last three years, but she

HAD TO GIVE UP

"U

Al

A annnil health man ia never a back
number. A man can ba aa vizorous and
able at seventy as at twenty. Condition,
not years, puts you in tne discard. A
system weakened by overwork and careless living brings old age prematurely.
The bodily functions are impaired and
the breadth across the . hips by placunpleasant symptoms appear. The weak
ing double frills of silver lace down spot is generally the kidneys. Keep
conthe sides of the skirt, bordering a them clean and In proper working yourdition and you will generally find
tabller panel thus creating an entire- self in Class A. Take GOLD MEDAL
ly new silhouette. The satin bodice If Uaarlem Oil Caosulcs Deriodicallr and
fcnugly molded to the figure and a snsh your system will always be in working
oí the satin placed about the waist order. Xour spirits will be enlivened,
your muscles supple, your mind active,
disappears beneath the panel at the and your body capable of hard work.
Don't wait until you have been rejectfront.
ed. Commence to be a first-claman
Latest Hip Flare.
now. Go to your druggist at once.
The fluted or plaited tunic Is an Get a trial box of GOLD MEDAL
other method of producing the fash Uaarlem Oil Capsules. Tbey are made
of the pure, original, imported Haarlonable hip flare now so characterisyour
tic of the newest frocks. Taffeta Is lem Oil the kindcapsules
er used. Two
each day will
frequently used for models of this keep you toned up and feeling fine.
Money
do
they
not help you.
if
refunded
sort.
d
bodice appears In Remember to ask for the imported
The
GOLD MEDAL Brand. In three sizes,
A black sealed packages. Adv.
almost all of these models.
a
gown
such
featuring
day
taffeta
Lodlce and the fluted tunic is sketchSome Eats.
ed today. The half low neck is round
Patience I see by the paper that a
woman at Hollis, Long Island, missed
diamond from a ring she was wear
ing, after making sandwiches for sol
diers, and has come to the conclusion
that the stone' must have fallen Into
out of the sandwiches and been swal
lowed by some soldier.
I'atrlce I've heard of that nsked- for - bread business
before.
ss

etartllng Novelties, It Is 8ure, Will
Figure In the Gowna for Autumn,
Bodice
but
Will Be Retained.

"Is she the kind of woman who
knows It all?" "No, but she's the kind
of woman who tells It all."

Was Almost Frantic With the Pain and
Snlferinc o! Kidney Complaint
Doan'i Made Her WelL

THE MEN IN
CLASS

ACROSS HIPS

to Past tie Crisis Safe
rrocf titat Lydia L. riai-hsm-'t

Help

Ij

SPANISH-AMERICA-

three-quarte-

high-scho-

Why do so many "regular
men" buy Lucky Strike
cigarettes? They buy them
for the special flavor of the
toasted Burley tobacco.
There's the big reason it's
toasted, and real Burley. Make
Lucky Strike your cigarette.

if Its
Worsted

Guaranteed by

'

m

m

I

'

THE 3Pa

The Spanish - American
Kkuisiehbd

A

uoukt

27,
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Get busy Mr. Man the mystery
car New Overland 4 is clue this
week. G. G. Granville
mobles Clayton, N. M.

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

Auto- -

NISH--

To Rent on Shares'; tOO acres
of good wheat land ,in fine condi-

tion and ready to be prepared
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
and sown now. W. H. Guthman
LOST; Bunch of Keys on brass
Roy, N, M.
Subscription $1.50 Per Year
chain in Roy Wednesday. Finder
Entered as
matter at the return to-- SAM STRONG.
postoffice in Hoy, New Mexico1
second-clas-

Model 90 Overland

After the next election Republicans
in Congress may experience the high
cost of living down their record of

Get busy Mr. Man The mystery
car New Overland 4 is due this
week. G. G. Granville Automobles Clayton, N. M.

New Cafe

condition, Cheap,
the
office.

car in good
Inquire at
4t

S--

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

Probably that Republican effort to
adjourn the House of Representatives
for five weeks was intended as a
"strategic retreat."
legislative failure.

Pho'.os
For farm views see- -

Mora, New Mexico

Complete Index to All Lands
and
Town Propeity v in Mcra
Ilaynes- - America's first motor
County.
light-silight twelve G. G.
Estray- - Brown
and white car
Whiteface heifer, past 2 yrs old Granville Automobles Clayton,
branded F left ribs, has been N. M.
E
mth my cattle on range since
Relinquishment For Sale
last November. Owner call and
320 acres, 60 acres broke, all
l?et her and pay for adv.
4tp fenced, 1C0 acres good level farm
Vidal Martinez, Roy, N. M.
land, balance good pasture, a
&
snap, $1200.00 takes it.
To Trade or Sell
George Lewis Kephart N M t4p
L. E. Deubler

x

Baum Bros

P. & O. Farm

20X40 Case

tractor, plows and
To Trade Good town property
disc. Practically new for sale or
resilience
and business buildings
trade for cattle, land or young
in
Tar
River
Okla. for land on
mules; generous terms, priced to
Roy
mesa. P. A. Barnett
sel!.
Ira Thedfcrd Mills, NM the
Roy, N. M.

w4pd

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings
Publications,
Final Kodak Finishing: I am now preProofs, Legal Papers drawn up
pared to do all kinds, mail them
and acknowledgements taken.
to L. E. Deubler

beds,

economy-speed-cla-

Granville
N. M.

N. M,

7,

a

ft .i

Clayton,

Automob'es

That it has sufficient Capital and Surplus for all contingent
and leginimate needs. That it is able to repay your monny
on demand.
We have the largest combined Capital and Surplus
bank in Mora County.

of

and Pressing
Cleaning
reasonable prices.
White and Elkins

any

We are prosperous as well as progressive and experienced.

Ilaynes, America's first motor
ght twelve G. G.
car light-si- x

We pay over to you in money (not in trading stamps or
check books) any deposit or just demand as cheerfully as the
same was received.
And we solicit the business of all desiring the services
a concern conducted along these lines.

1

of

Triumph Cver Selfishness.
The toughest nut any una ever tried
a selii.-i- i heart. Tt takes a
to crack
piant hammer, swuíik by superhumnn
power to do thiit. r.Uf nuco (ho. shell
ho sweetest' meat ev?r tastis broken,
ed drops out.
1

New Mex.

ROY,

Does your suit reed to be
cleaned and pressed"?.' If so see
White and Elkin3

issunMBmaum

FOR sale:
mules and one
good
work
3
mare, also a mower and rake.
E. F. Ivey
Greet and Small Things.

UNIVERSAL

STHE

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

-

j

CAW

want to be dolus what we fancy
mighty firings; hut the great point Is,
We

Ford ears have become such a world utility

to do small thing's, when called! to
tbcni, in u right spirit. II. Cecil.

that it would almj!; s?3H as it" eva.v family
ought to have i ti Ford car. Ranabout, Tour
ing Car, Cjuiw, Sedan, (the two latter have en
closed bodies), and the Truck Chassis, have re

Get 'busy Mr. Man the mystery
car New Overland 4 is due
G, G. Granville
Clayton, N. M.

ally become a
You
able".

this-week-

part and parcel of human life.

want one because its service will be poofit
We solicit your

orderat onca because

while production is limited, it will be first

amy

FOR SALE

Large horso team 6 and 8 yrs.
kid, brdke to ride or drive, terms

kosuitljuyer.
For

J
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Threshing Machine for Sale
26 inch "Peerless"' Separator,
Emerson gas tractor,, Is in
the field now threshing lwo
bushels per minute, also an
tractor gang plow, a Bargain
See Joe Woodward, Roy. .N. M.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD &Co.

(Incorporated)

You want tires that give you the
most for your money, measured ia
mileage.
Hov arc you to know ? Since we are
in the business and you know us
why not take our word for it?

We say to you there are no better
tires builtthanUnited StatesTires. They
have proved good by performance, f.

They are tough, hardy, económica!,

w

efficient. They stand up, and, wear,
t
and live, end satisfy.

There are five of these good tires.
Let us show you the one that will exactly "fill the bill" for you.

I

KovoICord' 'Nobby' 'Chain'

1

w mm

yr

i

IV

ft Jf

W

í

mm

PI

Plain'

.

Propriett r

J. W. Beck, Manager,
I

ime
to Vaccinate

OW IS

Your Cattle.

Protect yourself againist
Blackleg by using
Purity Germ Free
Vaccine

i

23 cents a dose

i

KémiwS

GOOD tires that's why
are
tires
States
United
We KNOW
Brenann Mercantile Co. Frencb
I. Rov.

trTr
Ml
LilDij

,20-3- 5

New Méx.

R O Y,

1
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have constructive legislation.

Get busy Mr. Man the mystery
par Nev Overland 4 is due this
week. G. G. Granville Automobles Tjlay ton, N. M.

"7
i

mower with
junching carrier attachment.
oiFice.
Inmiire at

1

-

our Moneys
.

S,ale

McCormick

t't

o
-- '

.

it
'Usco' t "7

DeWeese
Mosquero, N. M.

L. N.

first supplied.

and LIVERY
r
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Auto-mobl- es

Roy, N. M.

-

-

lire too fond of our owiv will.

V

t

$y A

i

Clayton,

Automobles

Granville
N. M.

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

tanks
Samson
Windmills

at

Yhca Republicana begin to quarrel
mojig themselves we can expect to
ear the truth even if we can't hone

t

d

It is of vital importance to you that the depository of your
fund3 is prosperous. That it is gaining ground.

ss

til ÍJ

t:

The first thing the Republican majority in Congress knows the people
will begin to demand an investigation
f the investigators who are spending;'
time and money to discover why wars
are expensive, while at the same moment one set of Republicans in the
Senate are opposing the League of
Natiofts and inviting further conflicts,

i

r. 7

,"kv

Prosperous

stock

Mitchell
Ilaynes, America's first motor
touring
cars on hand, a proper Auto and tractor oils
car light six light twelve G. G.
rough roads. G. G,
for
these
car
Granville Automobles Clayton,

-

uto-mobl- es

Farm Wagons &

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds is now
Wind mills, Well casing
teaching Music in the Roy pumps and cylinders, Gas
Public Schools and has re- pipe,
Try the new
vised her schedule accordingly. See her at the School
building during school hours
for private lessons outside
school lessons.

A. A. Wynne

f

Get busy Mr. Slaw tha mystery
car New Overland 4te due this
week. G. G. Granvlllor
Clayton, N. M.

The Next Best Thing To Being
Prosperous Is To Appear

Implements

r

' f'

W

s

FOR SALE

.

A

Secured from
Milton Floersheim
Roy, New Mexico,

See Others' Point of View.
Half the troubles mid miseries iü
this life would be smoothed nway, it
we would put ourselves in other peo- pie's places, and try to see things
from their point of view. It is the
great blank wall of self that hinders
us.

For Sale,

strained
Hiram Gottfried,
Springer, N. M. Farm 1 mile
North of Kreiberg Orchard.

and

Honey,, both

coBnb.

Why Librarians Go to Danvcrs.
Young Woman (to librarian) "I'm
sorry to trouble yon, but I've forgotten the name of the book I want. If
you'll just mention what books you
have I'll stop you when you come to
tt." Boston Transcript.
,

Mitchell

economy-speed-cla-

ss

touring cars on hand a proper
car for these rough roads G. G.
Granville

Automobles

Clayton,

N.M.
INDEPENDENCE
Mrs. Raymond Myers spent Friday
at the John Everett home.
Mrs. A. Hawkins spent Sunday at
her sisters, Mrs. A. J. Rose.
Mrs. Grover "Thornton visited Mrs,
Neva Rasmussen Monday.
The hail her0 last Thursday damaged lots of the beans in the west
part of this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Myers visited
Mrs. Gibbons Sunday.
Roy Powell and Miss Eudora Walters spent Sunday with our teacher,
Mrs. Frank Banks.
This time all are to take up their
school work after our short but pleasant vacation. We've put off our school
till October so the pupils may enjoy
all of this nice bean harvesting.
Roy Powell drove to Mills for a
load of coal Monday.
G. W. Powell was taking the school
census. He got the total of 32 pupils.
Steve Powell is working for Bill
Sandlin,

THS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION

Department

I

of the Interior, U. S. Department of the Interior, U.. S..
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
is
Notice hereby
that Victoria
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
A. Mitchell, of Mosquero, New Mexico, Sandoval, of Roy, New Mexico, who,
Who, on Sept., 8, 1916, made Home- on August 12, 1914 and October 11,
stead Entry, No. 023032, for the 1915, made Homestead Entry No.
Section 22, Township 17 N., 021592 and No. 02376:), for the E V
NE,
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Mercian, has SEVi, SWV4 SEVi, S,;. 11, NEV4
filed notice of intention to maku Final NEM, Sec. 14, N
NEVi, N4 NWVi,
'Three Year Proof, to establish claim Section 13, Township 19 N., Range
to the land above described, before 4 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, intention to make Three Year Proof,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox,. U. S.
the 13th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Carlos Montoya, Jose I. Vigil, Fran- New Mexico, on the 20th day of Octocisco L. Vigil, Salomon Perea, all of ber, 1919.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:.
(JarPAZ VALVERDE,
Juan Isidro Romero,
Register. cia, Encarnación Garcia, Vicente Martinez, all of P.oy, New Mexico.
,
FRANCISCO DELGADO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register
Department of the Interior, U. S.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that David Department of the Interior, U. S.
Ledoux, oí Roy, New Mexico, who,
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919
on August 17, 1910, made Homestead
, Entry,
serial, No. 022594, for Lots
Notice is hereby given that Edward
1 and 2, Section 19, Township 20 N., S. Chrisman, of Mills, Mora Co., New
Range 28 E , N. M. P. Meridian, has Mexico, who, on Nevember 9, 1915,
filed notice of intention to make three made Homestead Entry, No. 021161,
year Proof, to establish claim to the tor WV2 WW4, Section 35, Township
land above described, before F. H. Fos- 22 N Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meri
ter, at U. S. Commissioner, on the dian, has filed notice of intention to
make l'inal Three Year, Proof, to
21st day of October, 1919.
establish claim to the land above de
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. R. Rceder, Pat Ledoux, Alfredo scribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Abevta, F. N. Coldiron, all of Roy, Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 13th day of Octo
N. M.
ber, 1919.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tito Hutado, T. E. Siler, W. E. Carter, T. H. Polaskie, all of Mills, New
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mexico.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Alfonzo
C. de Baca, of Gallegos, N. M., who,
on August 8, 1916 and May 8, 1919,
made original H. E. 022793, Additional,
No. 026249, for Lot 1, SEVi NEVi , Sec.
4; Lots 2, 3, 4, SW',4 NE, SV NWU,
NEVi,
Section 3, Lot 1, SEVi
Section 3, Township 17 N., Range 32
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final three year
Proof, to establish claim to tlirj land
above described, before W. II. Willccx.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, at
Roy, Nev Mexico, on tit'! 21st day of

'

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE. FOB VMISLKXlVSiH
Department of the Interior,. U. S Land
S,
Office at; Santa Fe, New Rleaic

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION;

Department of the Interior,. D".
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Aug. 12:1919." '.
Mexico, August 26, 191.
Notice lis lroreby givan, that
Notice is hereby riven that George
W.. Hale,, of Mills. Mora CtK New Mary A. Clai
of Mil;,, N.. ML who.on
Mexico, who, on June 20th, 1916, made Feb. 9, 191ji,
no. 025789 for
made H-Homestead Entry, No. 02C925 for SV4
So. 27 1 W.p 22N. Rag. 24E.
SEVi, Section 23, Township 22 N,
Range 24 E, N. It. P.. Meridian, has
NYM: P. Ktiridianvhas (lied
filed notice of inteaiioa to make Final notice of intention to make ilisal
three
Three Year Proof, to establish claim year proof,, to establish claim to the
to the land abovw- described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S'. Commissioner, at and above described, before F. II.
at his
his offioe at Roy, New Mexico, on the Faster, U. S. Commisslone-r-,
office at Roy, New Mexico, m the
20th day of OctoAer, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses :
7th day of.'Üct.
C D. Horn, W. E. Cunningham, Claimant nameI9I3
Roy Watts, J. A. Baker, all of Mills,
C D Horn
Now Mexico.
J A Baker
FRANCISCO DELGADO ,
K.l Watts
Siler
TE
M-5Register.
t
altiof Mills N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Fran-

cisco Sanchez Y, Medina, of Roy,
Mora Co., New Mexico, who on August
21, 19)6, made Homestead Entry, No.
022805, for N
SE Vi , SWVi SEVi,
Sec. 12, and NWÍ4 NEV4, Section 13,
Township 18 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year, Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his oilice at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 9th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. J. Laumbach, Julian Sandoval,
Jesus Montoya, Pedro Montoya, all
of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, August 2G, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Alvin

David, New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
.

Regisu-r-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, August 29, 1919.
Notice Í3 hereby given that Emma
Seaman, of Mills, Mora Co., New Mexico, who on January. 16th 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 02G903, for W
SEVi, SV4 SWVi, Sec. 25, SE '4 NEV4,
Sec. 20, and NEVi NE,
EV2
Section 35, Township 21 N., Range
24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 27th
day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William Beueggaman, C. W. Daniels,
Otto Lohstroh, E. D. Bartmass, all
of Mills, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO ,
Register.

SE,

"NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Notice i3 hereby given that Harry
T. Porter, of Solano, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on October 29th, 1915,
made Homestead Entry, No. 021099,
for NEV4 SEVi, Section 25, Township
19 N, Range 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year, Proof to
establish claim to the land above de-S.
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U.
at his office at Roy,
Commissioner,
New Mexico, on the 20th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A.
Walter Ross, Earl Ross, OscarNew
Million, Joe Allen, all of Solano,
Mexico.
5t

pAZ VALVERDE
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U.

S.

Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Antonio Lucero, of Roy, Mora Co.,
New Mexico, who, on September, lit1),
1916, made Homestead Entrv, No.
023049, for SW',4 NE1, SEV4 NWH,
W
NWVi, Section 23, Township 19
N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 10th day of
October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. D. Romero, Vicent C. Baca, Jose
De Jesus Medina, Thmas Vigil, all
of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

I Oil PUBLICATION

NOTICE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Claytan, N. M.
Sept. 8, 1919,.
To Eva Taylor, Mrs. Fannie Temple,
Mrs. Flora Baker, Mrs. Emma Gardner, Benjamin, John, A,bner, Carter
and William Cherry, all of Springfield
O
Illinois,
and Frederick Cherry, of
NOTICE OF CONTEST
Ulinoii. ' You are hereby
Department of the Interior, United notified that Christiano Rigoni, who
gives Roy, New Mexico, as his post ofStates Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
Aug. 13, 1619
fice address, did, on July 1st, lt;18,
n
Contest No. 6540
this office his
To William M. Hunt of Unknown duly corroborated, application to contest and secure the cancellation of
Ccntestee:
,
You are hereby notified that Charley your Homestead Entry No.
C. Moore who gives Mosquero,

N.

M.

addrcs?, did on July 9,
1919, file in this office his duly corroborated application to contest and secure
the cancellation of your II. E. Serial
No. 025158 made June 20, 1917, forNJ-SEÍ- ,
Sec. 21, T. 19N, H. 2DE, NMPM
and as grounds for his contest alleges
that William Hunt has totally abandoned said hind for more than one year
last past and that said abandonment
and absence was not due to the entry- as his

post-off-

ic

man, s employment in any Military
service or Naval or Marine Service of
the United States.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the

"

06743, Serial No. 06743,

1908 for WJ SE1 and Ej-SSec. 10,
Township 21N. Range 20E., N-P.M.
and, as grounds for his contest he alleges that the said heirs of Amos J.
Cherry have not resided on said land
nor cultivated same, nor kept up the
improvements thereon, since the death
of said entrynuin, in or about the year
1911, that names of the heirs of said
Amos J. Cherry, deceased,
as nearly
as this coutestat knows are Mrs. Kva
Taylo",
Mrs.
'Mrs. Fannio Temple,
Flora Baker,
Mrs. Emma Gardner,
Benjamin, John, Abner, Carter, and
William Cherry, all of Springfield, Illi
nois, ahd Frederick Cherry,
of Ed- wurdsvillo, lllinios, That this contestant does not know the ages of suid
heirs, but has reason to believe and
does believe that ihey
are all over
wenty one years of age, and that said
deceased eutaynmn left no widow surviving him.

You are, therefore,- - further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
letter.
its receipt, or the affidavit of the perYou should state in your answer the son by whom the delivery was made
name of the postoffice to which you stating when and where the copy was
desire luture notices to be sent to ysu. delivered; if made by registered mail,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
Date of first publication, Au, 30, 1919 the copy
was mailed stating when and
- second
- Sept, 6 - - the postoffice to which
was mailed,
. .
- third
- - 13. - - and this affidavit must beit accompanied
- - 20 - fourth
by the postmaster's receipt for the

letter.
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FILMS
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SUPPLIES
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OKEH RECORDS

News Stand, DMLY
A

COMPLETE

LINE OF

at

S.

Land

Clayton, New Mexico.
August 28, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Librado
Medina, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on
June 1, 1916, made Homestead Entry,
No, 022259, for the S
SWÍ4, Sec. 24;
EVu NWUj SW't NE
; WV4 SE4;
SE
SEYt, Section 25, Township 19
N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on the 20th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose de Jesus Modina, Juan Jose
Rodriguez, Alcario Griego, Ramon
Maestas all of Roy, New Mexico.
made Afu il 3d
PAZ VALVERDE,

:

You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to vou.

PAZ VALVERDE, Register
Date of first publication, Sept. 1.1, 1919
'
'
'
20
second
'
'
27 '
third
'
Oct. 4 '
fouith

Office

papers magazines

Jd

Cigars and Tobacco

Articles.

Register.

t.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton, New Mexico.

August 28, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Sand-for- d
P. Horton, cf Solano, Mora Co.,
New Mexico, who, on February 7th,
1918, made Homestead Entry, No.
023148, for NW; Sec, 15, and SWtt
Section, 10, Township 18 N., Range
27 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice-o-f
intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Rov, New Mexico, on the 22nd
day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ralph Thompson, John Beckman,
John Church, J. S. Horton, all of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
August 28, 1919. .
Notice is hereby given that George
B. Spivey, cf 'avid, New Mexico, who,
1916,
on June, 191G & April
made Homestead Entiv, No. 022301
and No. 022881, for the SVÍ' SE!4; SE
13-1-

'..i

.SW',4,

Sec. 20; SEVi SEVi, Sec.

NE'4 NEli, Section 34, NEVi
NE'4, Ni-- NW,i Sec. 35, Township
19 N., Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year final Proof, to establish
claim to the land abové described, before W. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on the 18th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pierce Field, John T. McFarland,
Charles P. Field, James M. Anderson
all of David, New Mexico.
27;

PAZ VALVERDE.

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton, New Mexico.

August 28, 1919.
is hereby given that Earl

Notice
L. Cable, of Roy, Mora County, New
Mexico, who, on September, First,
1916, made Homestead Entry, No.
for SV4 SE,4, SW NEVi, NWVi
SEVi, Sec, 6. Ü Ms NEV4, Secthm 7,
NWVi NWV4, Sec. 8, and SWVi SWV4r
Section 5, Township 19 N., Range 25
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. II. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 23rd day of
October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Geo. H. Ray, Ed De Champ, R. R.
Leach, G. G. Leach, all of Roy, New
Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
022-93-

3,

Register.

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

KODAKS

Department of the Interior, U.

ill-i-

Register.

Register.

NOTICE OP CONTEST

Claimant names as witnesses:
W E Car ter
Charles weatheiill
J E Larue
J P Martin
all of lb ills, N. M,
0
PAZ VAiVEUDE,
Register.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Rm

vu

1019.

Fairview Pharmacy

Department of the Interior, Ü. S.
Land Ulhce at uayton, iew
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Nnticn is hpvehv civen that Alfred
Kress, of Mosquero, New Mexico, who,
mended Anril 11.
nn Sent 1.1. 1Q1Í!
1917, made Homestead entry, No.
023077, for Lots 1, ü, 3, sec, zi ana
Lot 1, Section 26, Township 18 N.,
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 21st day of Octo
ber, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
r.hnrlps W McNeill. Beniamin F.
.Tnlin C. McNeill.
Aurelia
Trujillo, all of Mosquero, N. M.

ST

NIC1-NW-

Register.
of the Interior, Ü. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Daily Thcjrht. ,
Mexico, August 20, 1919
Cookery is b.Timc ;m art, n noble
Notica is hereby given that William
H. Reed, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mex- Bcirnco: cooks :n' luv.ticiiiefi
ico, who, on January, 24, 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 021489, for
NW',i NEU, Sec. 3Í?, and NEVi SEVi,
Sy2 SEVi, Section 28, Township 20 N..
Range 28 E., N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
The Roy Drug Store
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission jr, at
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
his office at Rov, New Mexico, on the
10th day of October, 1919.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

WWW

4

Dopiti'lniciit of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Aug 6, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
William F. McAfee, of Mills, N. M
who, Sept. 14th, 1916,mado Homestcid
entry, no. 02308, for
See. 27
Twp. 2L'N. Rng. 25 K.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intcntioa, to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above descrlUií, before F. H. Foslcr, U. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, X. M., on the 1th day ofOcb.

Department

W. T. Coldiron. B. P. Gamble. F.
N. Coldiron, R. G. Gamble, all of Roy,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

y.'.

v

v vüu

iií

M

Y

Register.

FOR PUBLICATION

--

-

0

d

Depnrtment of the Interior, U. S Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Land Office at Clavton, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Conway
Notice is hereby given that Walter
L. Leirsey, of Gallegos, Union Co., Ross, of Solano, Mora Co., New MexiNew Mexico, who, on October 27, 1915, co, who, on August 3rd, 1916, made
made Homestead Entry, No. 021081, Homestead Entry, No. 022518, for
for SEV4 SWVi. SV'2 SU'A, MH
Lots 1. 2, 3, NEVi NW'4, Section 31,
SEVi, and NEVi, Section 31, Township Township 19 N., Range 27 E., N. M. P.
17 N.. Range 31 E., N. M. P. Men Meridian, has filed notice of intention
dian. has filed notice of intention to to make Three Year, Final, Proof, to
make Final Three Year, Proof, to establish claim to the land above deestablish claim to the land above de scribed, before F. H. Foster, If.
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at hctjt
Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 20th day of ucta- on the 17th day of October, 1919.
ber, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Loe Allen, O. A. Million, W. L.
Robert Rogers, Silas Anderson,
Harry Skipping, W. R. McLane, all Kelley, II. T. Porter, all of Solano,
New Mexico.
ot Gallegos, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Register.

SAYS

-

.

NOTICE

Roy 'Tracim

E

Department of the Interior, U. S
Land Oilice at Clavton, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
E. Lusk, of Mills, Mora Co., New Mex
Notice is hereby given that Genove ico, who, on February 17, and March
va G. Madril, of Roy,' Mora, Co., New fi, 1916, made Homestead Entrys No.
Mexico, who, on Auguts la, lUlb, made 0258C9, and No. 021708 (Clayton, N.
Homestead Entry, No. 022783, for M.) for Lots, 1, 2, 3, Section 19, T. 21
NWVi SEV4, SWVi NEV4, and EVá N. Range 25 E., and NEVi NEVi,
NWVi, Section 18, Township 19 N., Sec. 25, EVs SE '4, and EVá NE1.
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Section 24, Township 21 N., Range
filed notice of intention to make Final 24 E., N. M. 1 Meridian, has filed
Three Year, JProof, to establish claim notice of intention to make Three
to the land aoove described, uetore Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
October, 1919.
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at land above described, before F. H.
Claimant names as witnesses: .
Eufracio Baca, TCncarmteion Anaya, his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Rov, New Mexico, on tie 20th
Alfred Gallegos, Eugenio B Gallegos, 17th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
day of October, 1919.
Jr. all of Galleaos, N. M.
Juan Isidro Romero, Seperino GarClaimant names as witnesses:
PA? VALVERDE,
Register. cia, Roman Sandoval, Tuez Sandoval,
J. B. Lusk, of Roy, New Mexico.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
G. C. Till, of Mills. New Mexico:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Charley Cheney, of Mills. New
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION .
Register.
J. D. Medina, of Mills, New Mexico.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
,
FRANCISCO DELGADO
Lrrml Office at Clayton, New
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
Mexico, August 20, 1919.
that Merced Department of the Interior, U. S.
Notice is herebv
Montoya, of Bueyeros,' New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Land Office ot Clayton,
who. on August 29, 1916. made Home-stci20, 1919
August
Application Serial, No. 022920,
Notice is hereby given that Agueda Department of the Interior, U. S.
for the SEVi NEVi, NE Vi SEVi. WV'a P. de Vigil, of Mosquero, New Mexico,
Land Office at Clayton, New
22 N..
SK1', . Section 32. Townshio
who, on Sept., 8., 1916, made Ilome-tea- d
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Entry, No. 023030, for the
Notice is hereby given that Harry
filed notice of intention to make lunal SV'.i, Section 10. Township 17 N., A. Nebhut, of David, Union Co., New
vpar Proof, to establish claim Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Mexico, who,
ihrc-on January 28, 1916,
to the land above described, before filed notice of intention to make Three made Homestead Entry, No. 021548,
W. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at Year Proof, to establish claim to fiie for NE',4, Section 20, Township 18
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
above 'described, before AV. 11. N., Range 80 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
21st day of October, 1919.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his has filed notice of intention to make
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
orlice at Roy, New Mexico, on the Final Three Year, Proof, to establish
Rcmlin T l!:irn. of Kenhai'l. New 13th day of October, 1919.
claim to the land above described,
Kephart,
of
Gonzalez,
Mexico, Emilio
before F. II. Foster, U. S. CommissionClaimant names as witnesses:
of
Gonzalez,
New Mexico, Canuto
Carlos Montoya, Victoria A. Mitch-e'l- , er, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
UliBueyeros, New Mexico, Telesforo
Salomon Perea, Roman Perea, u) on the 20th day of October, 1919.
barri, of Bueyeros, New Mevioo.
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALV"kDE.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Price Field, J. T. McFarland, Chas
'
Register
Register. P. Field, George B. Spivey, all of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

t

EJ-N-

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register

ANI8H-AMeRt-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
August 28, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that George
B. Spivey, father and f i" the heirs
of Joseph T. Spivey deceased soldier
of David, New Mexico, who, on Janu
ary 10, 1917 & September 16, 1918,
made homestead entry No. 022917 &
. 025290, for the SV4 SWV4;
SW4
Sec. 27; NW: NW4 NEVi
and. Sy2, Section 34, Township 19 N.,
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Three
year Final Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before. W.
H'. Willcox, U. 'S. Commissioner,
at
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
18th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pierce Field, John T. McFarland,
Charles P. Field, James M. Anderson,
all of David, Mew Mexico.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

Office

at

Clayton, New Mexico.

August 28, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Castillo, of Bueyeros, New Mexico,
who, on August 18, 1916, made Homestead Entry, No. 022778, for the SEVi

SWVi; NVi SW1, Sectiou 30, Township 21 N., Range 30 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, and NE VV SEV4, Sec, 25, T.
21 N., R. 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make

Final Three Year Proof, o establish
.lutrvi tn tVio land nhnvp described, be
fore W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commission
er at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the 20th day of October,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antonio Castillo, of Bueyeros, New
Mívipn. Rafael de Herrera, of Bueyer
os, New Mexico, Jose C. Tafoya, of
Bueyeros, New Mexico, Matias do
Herrera, of De Haven. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Registef.

THE

FOREIGN

COÍIDEflSATIOÜ
OF FRESH HEWS
DIS-

IMPORTANT
THE LATE8T
PATCHES PUT INTO 6HORT,
CRI8P PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF THE WEEK
OF
SHOWING THE PROGRESS
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.
Weitern Ntwapaptr Union Nam Barvlca.

Thirteen persons were killed and forty Injured In a collision between two
trains near Toulouse, France.
King Albert, Queen Elizabeth and
Crown Prince Leopold will leave for
America between Sept. 20 and 24, on
board a United States warship.
An unsuccessful attempt was made
to assusslnate the Egyptian premier,
with a bomb during a demonstration,
said an Exchange Telegraph dispatch
from Cairo.
The Bolshevikl have taken Pskoff
and driven off the White forces In a
southwesterly direction, according to
State Department advices received
from Vlborg.

Southwest

William Kuunecke, who was serving
a life term In the state penitentiary at
Sioux Falls, S. D., on a churge of murdering three persons, has escaped.
Nathan Wolfson, who was shot while
escaping from Jail at Kearney, Neb.,
has been arrested In a hospital at
Omaha, where he went for treatment
of his wounds.
On a charge of flying his aeroplane
within ten feet of the roof of a farmer's house, Charles II. Levy was fined
$25 and costs for disturbing the peace
in a Justice Court at Dodson, Mo.
Six children belonging to two families living in one house at Jenson,
Sask., were burned to death when the
house was destroyed by fire recently,
in the absence of their parents.
President Wilson will review the Pacific fleet at Seattle Sept. 13, according to telegrams from Secretary Tumulty received by chairmen of Seattle's presidential and fleet welcome
committees.
May McKee killed in the family
home yard a rattlesnake forty-fou- r
Inches long and six inches around the
body. The reptile had eleven rattles.
May Is the brave daughter of Mr. aud
Mrs. J. R. McKee.
son of the
Frank Twohy,
president of the Old National Bank, is
credited with saving the life of Anna
Wagner, 25, at Hayden lake, near Spokane, Wash.
The boy rescued the
woman after she had gone under a
second time.
Eugene Scott, a negro bell boy, was
shot and killed at Omaha In a police
raid upon a hotel. The officer in
churge of the raiders said he saw Scott
taking a pint of whisky to a woman
guest The bell boy ran from the hotel
and was shot by one of the raiders.
Harry J. Hillcs, one of the most extensive stock raisers in western Nebraska, has purchased two airplanes,
one for his personal use in riding over

his ranches and another larger one for
the use of his family. Hiles owns one
ranch of 7,000 acres and a number of
smaller ones.

WASHINGTON
President Wilson has left Washing
ton on his Western speaking tour in
behalf of the peace treaty, confident of
ultimate ratification of the Instrument
by the Senate without amendments or
"destructice" reservations which would
,
lequire
Ninety-seveper cent of the over
seas forces and 79 per cent of those in
the United States on the day the armis
tice was signed have been demobilized,
the weekly War Department reports
dhow. Only 65,913 men remained in
Europe Aug. 26, while in the United
States there were 324,000 and in Si
beria 8,500.
The American army airplane fired
upon by Mexicans was "at no time
over Mexican territory," the War Department was Informed by Major General Dlckman, commanding the Southern Department. Mexican officials
claim the machine had crossed the international boundary line before the
Mexicans opened fire, wounding Capt.
n

D. W. McNabb.
Kansas has $1,200,000 worth of hard

surfaced roads under construction according to a statement made by M. W.
.Watson, state highway engineer.
President Wilson has signed the bill
making permanent the rank of general
for John J. Pershing, commander of
the American expeditionary forces.
An Itemization of President Wilson's
expenditures from the $150,000,000
emergency funds put at his disposal by
Congress during the war has been sent
by the White House to the House committee on appropriations. The itemization was sent In response to a resolution introduced by Representative
Gould of New York. It covers expenditures made from the President's secret
fund during the war and peace conference.

Four members of President Wilson's
d
cabinet Secretaries Glass, Lane,
and Houston at a meeting at the
White House, prepared a list of names
from which the President will select
fifteen to represent the puhlie at the
cdnference here Oct. 6.
The names will be submitted Immediately to the President, it wns said after
the meeting. Meanwhile they were
withheld.
Practically all restrictions against
trade with Hungary have been lifted
by the war trade board. It wus announced that licenses for the export of
American made goods to that country
would be Issued freely on all commodities except those of a strictly military
nature and that imports to the United
States would be practically unrestricted.
An additional credit of $17,000,000 to
Italy has been announced by the treasury, making a total for that country of
$1,618,075,945, and a total for all the allies of $9,084,272,567.
Red-fiel-

News

New Mexico
and Arizona
Weitern Newspaper Union Newi Service.
COMING EVRNTS.
Arizona State Fair Noy. 3 to I, 191.

As a result of a visit to Douglas
made by W. E. Karns of Karns Bros.
Inc., tentative arangements are under
way for the laying out of a landing
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UNCOVERED.

Prince Joachim of Prussia, one of field for army aviators In the vicinity
the
sons, has bought the of Nogales, Ariz,
magnificent and ancient mansion
The Swansea Mines Company, for
called "Villa Favorita" at Castagnola, merly called the Clara Consolidate,
Italy. It coat him $80,000.
twenty-twmiles north of Bouse, on
are reported to be work
i tie United States has granted a the "cut-off,- "
loan of $50,000,000 to Esthonla, to be Ing thirty-twmen and planning to rut
used chiefly to pay for American goods on a hundred more.
sent to that country, according to an
W. II, Skinner, president of the
announcement made by the Esthonlan
Mining Company at Mayer,
press bureau.
Ariz., states that the Installing Imme
Georges Gaston Quien, on trial be- diately of a
milling plant of
fore a
charged with hav- the ball type had been decided upon
ing had treasonable dealings with the It will be equipped with the Cullow
Germans, and of having betrayed Edith system of flotation and Wilfley tables
Cavell to them, has been convicted In for concentration.
Paris and condemned to die.
The stockade with its enclosed
Marshal Foch, the allied commander houses will be finished and ready for
In chief, has decided upon the extent occupancy not later than Sept 15. On
of the territory In the Rhineland to be Unit dute or possibly a few days ear
held permanently by American forces. lier, approximately 100 convicts wil!
Its area will be twice ns large as that be taken to Superior to start actual
which has been under American juris- construction work on the state highdiction since the lust combat division way through Apache cafion.
left for home.
The reclamation service Is to go
The American transport Thomas, uliead immediately with the sale and
with 000 replacement troops, has ar- Improvement of the Yuma project, ac
cording to an announcement made at
rived at Vladivostok with 540 American soldiers bound for Manila by wny Phoenix by State Senator Mulford
of Nagasaki, arriving at San Francisco Wlnsor of Yuma, who has recently reIn about flrty-flv- e
days. Tills is the luived from a six weeks' stay in
first large detachment of the American Washington In the interest of this project.
forces in, Siberia to sail for hepne.
In addition to the large number of
Rare legs are the custom throughout
Warsaw. Probably not one In five of cattle which have been recovered with
the poor own stockings and many not changed brands during the lust two
even shoes except the wood-solesan weeks near Magdalena, N. M., several
dals strapped to bare feet. Adult worn more have been discovered In the past
en,
and barefooted, are to few days and those who are best In
be seen everywhere, not only In the formed think that an organized gang
country, but in the streets of Warsaw have been working In that vicinity for
o long time.
and other large cities.
The town of East Vaughn, on the
"I'll stay with you, Mary." With
Santa Fé system, and the town of
Ihese words William F. Tanner, a cash
ier In the offices of the Baltimore & Vaughn, N. M., on the El Paso &
Ohio railroad of Chicago, closed his Southwestern system, have inergej
eyes, embraced his wife, whose foot their two school districts and consoli
J. H,
was caught In a railroad frog, and was dated their separate schools.
killed with her when a limited train of Wagner, state superintendent of pub
the Chicago tt Northwestern railroad lic Instruction, was present at the
crashed into them on a street crossing. meeting which perfected plans for the
merger.
Queen Maude of Norway Is the first
Statistics just made public by Mit
woman to pilot a seaplane. The queen
has been taking flights over Christ!- Sims, secretary of state, show a total
ania and grew so enthusiastic that she of 25,808 automobiles licensed In Ariinsisted on piloting herself. The sec- zona. Gila county ranks fourth. The
by total by counties follows: Apache,
ond time she was accompanied
Crown Prince Olaf. Queen Maude took 193; Cochise, 3,027; Coconino, 532;
the controls and piloted the boat skill Gila, 2,256; Graham, 718 ; Greenlee,
fully, to the cheering of vast crowds 575; Maricopa, 9,826; Mohave, 623;
Navajo, 570; Pima, 2,318; Pinal, 875;
below.
Santa Cruz, 701; Yavapai, 1,886; YuWhat is believed to have been the ma, 1,398.
first aeroplane funeral ever held oc
Elaterio Rodriguez, Jr.,
curred at Toronto, Out., when a tiny
coffin bearing the body of Leonnrd AI son of Mr. and Mrs. I Rodriguez, was
baby, was conveyed Instantly killed near Las Vegas, N. M.,
len, a
to Mount Pleasant cemetery In fl plane when he was kicked In the head by a
piloted by Harry Smith, formerly of horse. The youngster and his two sisthe Royal air force. The "flying ters had been sent to drive a stray
hearse" was closely followed by a sec horse from the com field and he eviond plane bearing assistants of the un dently approached too close to the animal's heels as one of his hoofs struck
dertaker.
the boy just behind the right ear, killGENERAL
ing him instantly.
Five million pounds of frozen meats,
The crosscut of the vein 400 feet west
now in cold storage in New York and
of the shaft on the 150 level of the
Chicago, has been offered by the War
Twins mine of the Daisell Mining ComDepartment to municipalities for re- pany,
near Kingman, Ariz., has
sale. Tme offer will remain in effect
thirteen feet of high grade mill
until Sept. 25.
ore. The company proposes raising
Robbers blew the safety deposit from this level to connect with the 90
vault In the First National Bank In foot shaft and this shaft will be timMarlssa, III., and escaped with $50,000 bered up and carried down on the ore
in Liberty bonds and several thousand to a depth of several hundred feet bedollars in cash. A . vault containing low the present level.
$80,000 was not molested.
A strike of
ore, proJohn Shell, said to be the oldest liv- nounced by old timers "the richest
ing man In the United States, celebrat- strike In the history of the district,"
ed the 131st anniversary of his birth has been made by Purdy Wilcox and
at Lexington, Ky., on Sept 3rd.
Goodwin, operating the Paloma King,
The biggest users of motor trucks in located a few miles from Wickenburg.
the world are the Amelrcan farmers,
Pinos Altos, N. M., which a generawith 79,789 motor trucks In operation. tion ago was one of the largest placer
Manufacturers come second with
mining camps in the Southwest, Is
and retailers third with 74,486.
coming back as a mining camp. Two
The purchase of laud for the pro- firms are now doing placer mining at
posed Tneodore Roosevelt Memorial the head of Bear creek and doing It on
park at Oyster Bay, which ultimately a much larger scale than It was ever
may Include Sagamore Hill, the Roose- done before.
velt home, will be the first object of
County Agent Powers, who has been
the National Memorial committee, Col. working on the county fair movement
William Boyce Thompson,
its chair- for the past few weeks, has succeeded
man, told delegates from the Eastern In getting nearly all the citizens interstates at a meeting in New York. Vo- ested In the movement and has apluntary contributions will be accepted pointed a committee to make the preat once for this project, he explained. liminary arrangements. The commitJustice William R. Day of the United tee will visit all the agencies In Lin
States Supreme Court denied a writ coln county and will report at an early
asking for a stay of execution In the date Just what may be expected In the
case of the state of Ohio against the way of exhibits. It Is expected that
Columbus Packing Company In whtch the fair will be held In the month of
seventy-fiv- e
tons of pork, said to have October after all the crops are In and
been held in violation of the law, was the farmers have a chance to make
seized by the prosecuting attorney of careful selections from the season's
Franklin county. It is said the pork product. The fair will be helil at Gal
will be placed on the market and sold lup, N. M.
at once.
L. II. McAdams, who has been an InFour hundred barrels, or 12,000 gal- dian trader in Galup, N, M., for the
lons of 2.75 per cent beer, manufac- last thirty years, has left for a five
tured by the Schlitz Brewing Company months' trip to Europe, where he will
of Milwaukee before wartime prohibi- viált Ireland, Scotland, England and
tion, was dumped into the gutters of France. While the trip Is being taken
Chicago to enable the company to re- for a vacation, Mr. McAdams will take
cover $2,400 In taxes previously paid a large number of Navajo rugs with
the government.
him and Introduce them into Europe
Judge Harry W. Robinson of the for the first time in the history of the
Circuit Court was shot In the shoulder American Indian. He is no doubt one
In open court In Louisville, Ky., by of the best posted Indian rug men in
Frank Douglass, an attorney, while the the Southwest and expects to build up
Judge was quizzing the lawyer about a nice European trade while he Is on
the ethics of retaining a sum which the his trip.
attorney claimed ai a fee.
court-martia-
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Chicago, Sept. 8. A score of men
have been arrested by detectives from
(he state's attorney's office In a series
of raids throughout the city, uncovering a gigantic plot to flood the coun-

Beautiful

Sanitary Durable Economical

J?or Homes, Schools, Churches and all Interior Wall Surface!
Alabastine can be applied to plastered walls, wallboard, over
painted walls that have become soiled, or even over coiled wallpaper
solid on the wall and not printed in aniline colors.

try with counterfeit and forged govAlabastine it a dry powder, ready to mix with pure, cold water, full directions
ernment securities. The detectives op
Alabaitine it packed in white and beautiful tinta. Theie, by
on each package.
erated under Detective Sergt. John
combining and intermixing, enable you to carry out individual color plant In
Murphy. It was learned at the prose
matching rugs and draperies.
Alabastine is used in the finest residences and
cutor's office that the gang, whose
public buildings, but priced within the reach of all.
hendqunrters are in Chicago, has oper
Vou will readily appreciate the economy of Alabastine ovei paint or wallated for months. Its profits muy reach
paper, and its results will be most gratifying.
plot
The
more than a million dollars.
New walls dimand Alabastine, old walls apprtdati Alabastine.
wus characterized as one of the greatdirected
swindling
operations
est
MIX IN ONI
If your local dealer cannot or will not supply you,
roe out tool I
MINUTI WITH
against the federal government In the
1
fMGTOWlY
take no substitute but write for Alabastine designs
COtj)WTf ft
history of the country. Practically ev
and we will give you name of nearby dealer.
ery state In the country was covered
by the activities of the counterfeiters,
Alabastine Company
This new combine Is said to be dis
ville Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.
1645
Grand
through
one
revenled
tinct from the
the arrest of Henry B. Smith, an in
surnnce broker, who is charged with
New things to eat are being discovThose Happy Days.
being a member of a crime trust which
"These are my salad days," re- ered daily seemingly for the purpose
during Hie last year Is said to have marked the green worm as it slowly of adding to the high Cost of living.
collected loot of approximately $2,000,
approached the lettuce In the flourish000.
ing garden.
How'aThU?
Wa offer $100.00 for any case of catarrh)
For a long time federal agents, sethat cannot be cured by HALL'S
cret service men, Plnkertons and the
Important to Mothers
CATARRH MEDICINE.
every
get
to
bottle
of
carefully
Examine
local police have been working
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE la takInternally and acta through the Blood
a line on the leaders of the counter- - CASTORIA, that famous old remedy en
see that it on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
children,
and
and
Infants
for
felting gang.
Sold by druggists for over forty years.
Price 7dc. Testimonials free.
Bears the
It is said that the inspiration for the
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Inception of the gong came at a time Signature of
that the ountry was absorbed in the In Use for Over 80 Years.
PUT MATTER TO THE TEST
sale of Liberty bonds. At the time Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
bonds were bought and sold with the
Maid's Practical Demonstration That
utmost freedom. Thousands of volun PLANES
IN MISSION
WORK
Her Employer Was Wrong In
teers were on the street selling bonds.
Statement She Had Made.
Scores of individuals and concerne
Gospel Workers Believe They Can
to
a
do
country
began
throughout the
Be of Considerable Value in
"Jealousy," said Dr. Mary Dorgan
thriving business In the purchase of
Spreading the Word.
Lockwood in a lecture on domestic
Liberty bonds. Their activities were
science In Chicago "Jealousy is a horcondemned.
It was held a patriotic
v
A flying boat or an airplane may rible thing.
duty not to sell bonds. Nevertheless soon form a part of the equipment of
only lovers that get Jealous.
"It
isn't
thousands of persons, pinched by need modern missions In Africa, according Let me tell you a story.
of funds, found it necessary to sell to a letter received by a motor corpo"I once had a capable cook and an
their bonds and war savings stamps.
ration' from the Congo mission of the incapable parlor maid. My husband
began
gang
Its
was
here
that
the
It
Disciples of Christ, the headquarters rushed Into my study one morning and
Initial activities, selling counterfeit of which are at Coquilhartvllle, Bel- said:
bonds and certificates to the brokers gian Congo, says the New York Eve"'Grab your medicine case and
who made a business of it.
ning Sun.
come quickly. The cook's hair Is all
Colncldentally,
the secret service
"We are Interested In the matter of burned off.'
bureau noticed a strange manifesta the purchase of flying boats to replace
" 'Gracious
How did It happen?'
tion. There appeared to be an abrupt wholly or In part the fleet of launches
"'Jealousy,' said my husband. 'The
and Inexplicable decline in the actlvi which we have been planning for serv- parlor maid overhenrd you say last
ties f those who manufactured and ice In communication between our va- night that she couldn't hold a candi
"shoved the queer" counterfeiters rious stations," the letter stated. "We to the cook.'
who specialized on bank notes.
have a large river steamer for trans" 'Well?'
' Then certain banks paying interest portation between stations which sea" 'Well, she did !' "
on registered Liberty bonds found planes might supply.
Our area is
there were unregistered bonds with about 500 miles east and west and 200
Honors Even.
the same numerals.
miles north and south in extent.
"My boy was a first lieutenant In
Several nationally known counter
"The whole area Is covered well by
feiters and swindlers were identified an extensive system of waterways. In the army," remarked Mrs. Gadspur,
with the gang. It wns discovered that Inland points landings might be made with a slight air of superiority.
"Did he get to France?" asked Mrs.
the fraudulent bonds and securities In small machines in the straight,
had been sold to bnnks without any smooth, central streets of the native Clipping, while sparring for time.
"Er no."
trouble. They were accepted with the towns, which In this section are usual"Of course our son, Henry, was only
most casual scrutiny. Nobody ques ly clear of grass and other obstructions and are not less than 100 feet a private, but he spent 13 months in
tioned Liberty bonds.
Gold service stripes match,
France.
wide."
the
shade of army uniGermans and English Clash.
forms much better than silver stripes.
Don't Be Discouraged.
Cologne. Serious disturbances be
The burning thoughts of tomorrow Don't you really think so?" Birmingtween Germans and British troops at ñsj'loften thrown into the waste
ham
Euskirchen, twenty miles southwest of
today.
this city, resulted In a soldier being
Such Is Human Nature.
badly injured. The lender of the GerUnfortunately there Is no money in
Flatter a mnn and he will forget It
mans, a man named Kupper, was the number of times a man used to the next day; abuse him, and he wilt
and sentenced to death be a millionaire.
remember It as long as he Uves.
j
and the town was fined 100,000 marks.
I
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75,-92- 8,

Claim Fairbanks Insane.
Alleging
that
Indianapolis, Ind.
Charles Warren Fairbanks was of un
sound mind at the time a "pretended"
will, disposing of property valued at
more than $8,000,000, was attempted
to be executed, Mrs. Adelaide Tlm- mons, daughter of the former vice
president of the United States, has
filed suit here to break the will. Her
brothers, several beneficiary institu
tions and Robert Fairbanks are named
in the suit.
Villa Band la Routed.

El Paso, Texas. Martin Lopez, Villa
leader, was wounded and his command
of rebels routed near San Juan del Rio,
Durango, according to a message received by military authorities in Juarez. The Villa command, about to attack the town of San Juan del Rio, was
routed by a force of federals in com
mand of General Pedro Favcla. Ten
rebels were reported killed, nineteen
horses, saddles and rifles captured, besides supplies.
Austrian Treaty Rushed.
Paris. The allied conference is hur
rying arrungements for signing the
Austrian treaty. Grave concern is felt
for the stability of the Vienna government and for the manner In which
this treaty will be received by the
Balkan states, seething with unrest.
Ordered out of Bundpest the Ruma
nians are massing against the Serbs
for control of the Bunat. Germans
are showing a disregard of stipulations in the East, and the whole situation la far from reassuring.
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ere usually the reflexion of
upset to bodily health.
Coffee drinking usually exaggerates such conditions and frequently produces them.

That's why so many former
coffee drinkers now favor

The Original

Postum Cereal
Boil fully fifteen niinutea

end a

delightful beverage results. Rae
for children es well as grownups.

Everywhere at Grocers.
Twa sizes,

tssdiy ssld at I5s and 25c
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New Culture Is
D ream of Reds

MISS EMILY FARNUM

i

-

Hugs
:i

Sums are Expended by the Morosoff palace were held weekly
competitive soirees, which M. LunatchBolshevists to Promote
arsky and even 'our mighty Hitch'
(I. e., Lenlne) did not shrink from atTheir Propaganda. '

tending, though the ordeal for Lenlne,
who Is a cultivated man, must have
been hard. Bolshevik poets read aloud
SEE VEI3D EFFECTS IN AST their verses, and bolshevik painters
showed how hopelessly they had left
cubists and exDemocratized Paintings ara Splashes pressionists behind.
Two of their
paintings shown to me at Stockholm
. of Color That Outdo
the Work of
were mere splashes of color, framed In
Cubists Newspapers and
zigzags of common tar.
Books are Scarce.
Many Papers Suspended.
London "Proletarlanlzlng Hussion
"The plight of proletarian culture
:ulture," Is one of the tasks attended has grown markedly worse during the
to by the bolshevik government
e
of
last few months, mainly owing to lack
and Trotzky. What this process of paper.
In Petrograd, Instead of
insists of Is told by the Copenhngen nine newspapers, there have appeared
correspondent of the London Morning since April 1 only five. The bolshevik
Post. He says :
propaganda is still turning out many
"If the bolshevik system, as ?eems thin political pamphlets, some of which
likely, disappears altogether from Rus- 1 have seen; but book publishing has
sia during the present summer, a curl-iu- s almost entirely ceased ; and the best
experiment In 'culture' thereby known Russian novelists, Andreyeff,
111
be brought to an end. Beyond Kurpln and Merezhkovsky, are begins
Soubt
of bolshevlsra Is ning the publication of their writings
common murder and plunder the bol- with Bonnier of Stockholm.
The inshevik dictator, ZInovllieff, In a speech ability to produce books at home will
of May 10, admitted that
s
certainly continue for years."
of the 140,000 soviet officials care
only for their own pockets,' but the
other tenth Is honest fanaticism with
the customary foundation of delusions.
"One delusion Is that there can be a
specific 'proletarian culture.'
Last
month the Moscow provincial soviet
(in the Intervals of shooting old men
and boys whose kinsmen of service age
refused to fight) set about organizing
blograph and graphophone entertainments In the villages, 'at which,' says Aunt Reimburses Gotham Lieuthe Krasnnya Gazetta, 'In addition to
tenant for Money His Uncle
showing plctorinlly
and screaming
stridently the Infamies of our former
Squandered.
foes, we are providing real proletarian
education, art, science, philosophy, history.' It Is culture stamped with the
OF
CONFIDENCE
Irresistible 'proletkult' murk. This VICTIM
'proletkult, a word concocted by
Lunatcharsky, Is the official name of a
state department with headquarters In Share in Estate of Grandmother Is
Catherine street, Petrograd, and in the
Misappropriated by Former ConMoscow Morosoff palace. ' The congressman Nephew Accepts Setcocted word goes with Sovnorcom (for
tlement After Court Action.
Council of People's' Commissaries),
Glavsakhar (for chief sugar monopNew York. As the result of a setoly), Sovdep, and other barbarous
neologisms which, with bolshevism, tlement announced, James F. Dechert,
who served as a lieutenant in France,
have enriched the language of
receive $125,000 as his share of the
will
and Tolstoy.
estate of his grandmother, Mrs. Sarah
Millions Expended on Cult.
1906, al"The commissariat of education, J. Flanagan, who died In
C. FlanaDe
uncle,
though
Witt
his
over which Lunatcharsky presides,
spent In 1918 2,900,000,000 roubles gan, formerly a congressman from New
of the
(nominally $1,450,000,000), and the es- Jersey and original promoter
Cod canal, misappropriated his
Cape
timates of its expenditure for the first
grandmothhalf of 1919 alone amount to 4,667,000,-00- 0 share of $113,000 in his
estate.
er's
roubles, nominally about 00 per
The settlement under which the paycent more than the whole annual budget before the war. Of the first men- ment is to be made by his aunt, Mrs.
tioned sum over 250,000,000 roubles, Gertrude E. Shannon of 121 Madison
the Kraynaya Gazetta says, was avenue, follows the report of John
on the encouragement of literature and Quinn, named In 1916 as referee to
the arts, that Is, of the specific artis- hear objections by Lieutenant Dechert
tic and literary forms which are glor- In the accounting by Mrs. Shannon,
iously known as 'proletkult.' Thus art and Mr. Flanagan, his uncle, as execuand literature are violently democra- tors under his grandmother's will.
tized.
Takes Testimony Two Years.
"During the whole of last winter, In
Mr. Quinn took testimony In the case
for two years In order to determine the
accountability of Mrs. Shannon for the
acts of her brother, and finally deFortune Teller Takes
cided that the decisions in similar
cases compelled him to hold that both
Long Trip She Predicted
and Mr. Flanagan
Mrs. Shannon
should account for Lieutenant Dech-ert'- s
Kansas City, Mo. "Mister,
with Interest since
$113,000,
you are going on a long, long
1906.
Journey," said Allie Rico, a forCounsel for Mrs. Shannon objected
tune teller, to Detective Harry
to the Habll'ty ruling against her on
Arthur.
the ground that she had acted Inno"I want company; come with
cently and had been guilty only of
me to police headquarters," Arblind trust In her brother, but before
thur told Allle.
the attorneys for Lieutenant Dechert
In police court Allie was fined
had presented a decree to the surro$200 and costs.' She was given
gate directing the payment of the $113,-00- 0
a stay on condition she close up
with 13 years' interest, overtures
her establishment.
for a settlement were made, and as a
result of the acceptance by her nephew
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Miss Emily Farnum of New
city, for many years connected
the department of commerce, has
named, chief of the appointment
sion for the 1920 census.

York
with
been
divi-

Returned Yank
Given $125,000

Tur-genle- ff
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Halted on Way to Present Demands
for Recognition to the
King of Italy.
Geneva. An Interesting situation
has arisen at Camplone, the Italian
Monte Carlo, near Lugano.
At the instance of the Swiss authorities the Italian government closed the
gambling place recently, whereupon
the residents, consisting of several
hundred male voters, declared Camplone an Independent republic, with
the object of reopening the Casino,
which, during the few months of Its
existence, made a profit reported to
be more than a million dollars. The
chief shareholders were Austrlans.
A delegation, headed by the mayor,
with a petition and proclamation, was
on the way to Rome to Interview the
king when stopped at the Italian frontier. The delegation was sent home;
the papers were seized and the delegates were threatened with arrest.

WIRELESS

THROUGH

EARTH

Naval Officer Makes Discoveries Which
Will Revolutionize
Radiography.
San Diego, Cal.,
revolutionized
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LIVE HIGH ON STRIKE BONUS
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Genoa Longshoremen Get $6.50 Day
'
.Hire Underlings at $2
to Do Work.
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Huge and unknown fish caught by mackerel fishers In a net at Torbay,
England. It was 18 feet long and was of a species unknown to the fishermen,
shark and the gentle dolphin,
being a sort of cross between the
man-eatin- g

Genoa. Genoa longshoremen recently converted themselves In twenty-fou- r
hours from striking workmen to employers of labor.
They obtained through the strike a
day wage rate of $0.50 and the following day hired other men for their Jobs
at $2 a day, thereafter living easy lives
on the remaining $4.50 for eight hours
management of the
underling.
Instances of strike winning with subsequent subletting of Jobs according to
the Genoa idea have been prevalent
during the intermittent labor troubles
y

throughout Italy.
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1
Bolshevists burning British warehouses full of supplies at Kem, North Russia. 2 Advance party of the
First division of the American army arriving at Hoboken on the restores. 3 MaJ. Orde Lees In the water near
the Statue of Liberty after demonstrating the practicality of his new parachute by leaping from a seaplane only
250 feet above the surface.

HEWS REVIEW OF

CURREIITJVEIITS
President Wilson on His Tour to
Argue Peace Treaty Case
Before the People.

pro-

GAMBLERS SET UP 'REPUBLIC

be

"

Í

$125,000

ceedings will bo dropped.
Had Never Qualified.
Mr. Qulnn's report states that Lieutenant Dechert's mother, Lillian F.
Dechert, died In Connecticut In 1S98",
and named Flanagan, her brother, ri
executor under her will and guardian
of her son. The referee states that
he never qualified as the guardlon of
his nephew In New York and had ro
authority to receive property here as
his guardian.
The accounting of the executors to
which Lieutenant Dechert objected
was filed In 1910, and stated that the
entire residuary estate of Mrs. Flanagan hi.d been distributed In 1906 among
four beneficiaries, each of whom was
entitled to $113,000. The share allotted to Lieutenant Dechert consisted of
mortgages for $54,000, $40,000 and $19,-00-0
respectively.
Mrs. Shannon Joined
In this accounting.

Radiography will
by transmission
through the earth and water, Instead
of the air as the result of discoveries
i made at a little experiment station located on a barge In San Diego bay, It
Is predicted by Lieut. A. A. Morton of
the navy radio laboratory at Mare Island, who conducted the experiments.
First proof of the success of the new
method of radio transmission through
the earth, It was revealed, was made
when the United States navy department sent a message from the Annapolis station to the British admiralty
had been sightthat the dirigible
ed off the American coast.
Lieutenant Morton was at his Instruments, heard the message and copied
it In its entirety, he said.

KIND OF FISH THIS IS?
Wan.-"
Í

of her offer of about

r
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HE ACCEPTS f!3

CCOTYJSE

free and

In

the way of being freer very

soon.

for the Chinese, If Yosuke
a member of the Japanese peace
delegation, Is to be believed, the wind
will soon be taken out of the sails of
those who are shouting against the
Shantung settlement. He thinks Japan
As

Mat-suck- a,

will open negotiations

In a very fe
weeks for the settling of the Shantung
question in a way that will satisfy ev
eryone. Tokyo will offer to restore the
territory to China, withdrawing all
Japanese troops, stipulating that the
peninsula shall be open to International trade and that there shall be an In-

ternational settlement at
Senate Committee' Votes to Report
Pact With Reservations Supreme
'
Council Sends Ultimatum to
Roumanla and Warning
to Germany Industrial Conference
Planned.

Tslng-Tao-

,

and that the Shantung railway shall
e
be operated by a
Joint
corporation.
There are reasons to believe the Chinese government Is not
nearly so angry over the Shantung article as the American opponents of the
treaty pretend to be.
Chlno-Japanes-

Hungary continues to present the
most annoying problems now before
the peace conference. The Roumanian
occupants of the country so far have
been absolutely defiant of the orders
of the supreme council and are said
to be plundering it in a most shameful way.
Finally the exasperated
council last week dispatched to the
Roumanians an ultimatum couched In
drastic terms, demanding that they

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

President Wilson

Is on his way, telling the people of the United States
face to face how excellent a document
Is the peace treaty with the Incorporated League of Nations covenant, and
how necessary to the welfare of the
world It Is that It should be ratified by
the senate speedily. Beginning his ad- evacuate Hungary and hand over to
dresses at Columbus, O., he continued the allies for proper distribution all
them at Indianapolis, St Louis, Kanthe goods they have requisitioned. The
sas City and Des Moines, and he Is Roumanian diplomatic representatives
now proceeding on westward by the In the allied capitals also were sumnorthern route. Before leaving Wash- moned by the foreign .ministers who
ington Mr. Wilson had a final confer- Impressed on them the seriousness of
ence with Senator Hitchcock and Is- the situation that would arise If their
sued Instructions to his supporters to government should refuse to comply.
make a fight to a finish for ratification The position of the Roumanians Is that
of the treaty Just as it stands.
what they call the war between them
Senator Hitchcock on the same day and the Hungarians Is a new affair and
addressed the senate on the question, that the allied conference has nothing
hotly denouncing the opponents of the to do with It.
treaty, even those who favor only mild
In Budapest they were trying hard
He declared the real to establish a government that the alreservations.
purpose of the majority on the foreign lies would recognize. Frledrich offerrelations committee was to kill the ed to resign in favor of a coalition cabpact entirely, and Indeed there seems inet formed by Helnrlch, a wholesale
to be justification for that assertion. hardware merchant, on certain condiSenator Knox's proposal that the treations. All Jews are barred from the
ty be rejected and a separate peace Helnrlch ministry, but all other classes
made with Germany, he said was an Inand parties are represented.
sane mixture of poltroonery and folly.
Mr. Hitchcock took direct Issue with
Serbia officially denied the report
those who complain that the United .of a general revolt of
the MonteneStates will derive no advantages and grins, but neutral observers who have
benefits from the treaty as It is. They
arrived in Paris from the Black Mounevidently have no conception, he said,
tain country declare the Serbs are fast
of the enormous benefits America will wiping out the loyal people of Monteget from it, and Intimated these would negro
and that they can be saved only
come through the operations of the by military
Intervention by America
reparations commission, though how, and Great Britain. These observers
and what they would be, he neglected
assert that much of the food Hoover
to explain.
sent Into that country fell into the
hands of the Serbs and that no MonteThe senate committee on foreign re- negrin can obtain supplies unless he
lations voted to recommend the ratifi- denounces his own country and swears
cation of the treaty by the senate with allegiance to King Peter of Serbia.
four Important modifications. These
reservations provide for unconditional
Late reports from the Ukraine said
right to withdraw from the League of Petlura and Denlklne were closing In
Nations; assumption of no obligation on Kleff and apparently were about to
to guarantee territorial Integrity of take that Important city from the bolnations or to employ troops for co- shevik!. The Reds claim the capture
ercive purposes or to accept mandates of Dubovka, on the lower Volga, and
except under the direction Tf congress ; also announced that Admiral Kolchak
full freedom to determine what queshad evacuated Omsk and established
tions are domestic and therefore not his government at Irkutsk, 1,950 miles
subject to consideration by the league ; further east. Kolchak has Issued a
exemption of the Monroe doctrine from stirring appeal to all loyal Russians
consideration by the league and dec- to rejoin the ranks, and his representalaration that the United States Is sole tives have been granted the privilege
Interpreter of that doctrine.
of recruiting In Japan. The EstoniSenator Shields of Tennessee, Dem- ans had the bolshevik armies In so
ocrat, Joined the majority In voting for tight a hole that the Lenlne governall the reservations except that re- ment offered to make peace with them.
lating to article X Senator McCum-be- r Trotsky, addressing the Petrograd sovof North Dakota voted against the iet, said the bolshevlkl must stand
first two reservations. On the last two
In the defense of that city.
the vote was 11 to 6.
The reports that General Gough, the
The committee resolution stipulates British commander, was about to atthat the treaty ratification by the Unit- tack Petrograd appear to have been
ed States shall not take effect until untrue. The Poles also, using tanks
the American reservations have been for the first time, whipped the bolshevaccepted by three of the four other lkl, capturing the fortified town of Bobgreat powers: Great Britain, France, ruisk and 500 prisoners.
Italy and Japan.
The supreme council handed to Austria' the flnul peace terms and a long
The hearings granted the representatives of small and dissatisfied peoples reply to the protests of the Austrian
by the foreign relations committee delegates. The note Impressed on the
must be regarded as largely political
Austrlans the fact that they were pribunk. The spokesmen for the Irish marily responsible for the outbreak of
of course made the loudest noise, de- the great war and cannot escape retmanding that the senate reject the ribution by claiming they have thrown
treaty entire, but the Republican sen- off the yoke of the Hapsburgs. The
It said, had
ators know, as do most Americans, people of
that the Irish question is none of our given full support to the ultimatum to
Serbia and to the prosecution of the
business; moreover, many of us
the Irish already are tolerably war, and for years had supported the
Austria-Hungar-

be-He-

militarist plot of Germany for the domination of Europe. As It Is left by the
treaty, Austria will be an unimportant
"republic" of some 6,000,000.
The
decision whether It shall be permitted
to Join Germany Is left to the League
of Nations. When the supreme council read the new German constitution
the other day It found in It provision
for the representation of Austria In the
German relchsrath. This being contrary to the Versailles treaty, the German government was told that the article must be changed within a fortnight or the allies would undertake a
further occupation of the left bank of
the Rhine. The Berlin press thereupon warned the allies of the danger
of precipitating a new revolt of the
German people.
The
by no means suppressed, held a union
conference recently In Berlin which
was participated In by Austrlans, and
laid plans for the restoration of the
Imperial government, union with Austria and the recovery of the lands ceded by the peace treaty.
Marshal Foch has determined the
territory which the American troops
will occupy permanently In the Rhine-lanIt will be about twice as great
In extent as that occupied by them recently.

d.

Just before starting out on his speaking tour President Wilson announced
that a general conference on Industrial and economic questions would be
held In Washington early In October.
Already a number of leaders of finance,
manufacturing, labor and agriculture
have been Invited and the llsf will be
enlarged from time to time. The president and members of his cabinet will
take part In the discussions, and It Is
the hope and belief of Mr. Wilson and
Indeed of everyone that the sessions of
this round table will have decisive beneficial results. In the way of stabilizing
Industrial conditions. Certainly much
good should come of the frank Interchange of opinions and suggestions
that Is planned.
In general the labor situation Is unchanged, pending the president's tour,
the war on high prices and the above
At the same
mentioned conference.
time fhe radical elements are keeping
busy, and It may be the threatened
strike of steel workers will come any
day.
Quick to resent attacks on the packing Industry, several big clubs and associations of Chicago have gone on record against the proposed restrictive
legislation by congress. The secretary
of the Chicago board of trade said Its
members were united In opposition to
the licensing features of the pending
bills, believing the whole licensing system was wrong, or, If right, should be
applied to all business. All of these
organizations seem to assume that the
reports of the federal trade commission and the allegations on which legal
action against the packers Is based
are full of falsehood.
The senate has passed the highly Important bill providing for the lease of
public lands with deposits of oil, coal,
gas, phosphate and sodium, and the
measure has gone to the house. Senator Lenroot of Wisconsin says the bill
goes further In the protection of the
public interest than any other bill ever
proposed In the senate or house. Other
senators charged that It was framed
In the Interest of the Standard Oil company. It places the leasing of all lands
In the hands of the secretary of the
Interior and fixes the minimum and
maximum royalties. One amendment
adopted compels constituent companies of the Standard Oil company to
sell their product at the same price In
all parts of the country, and another
to force those companies
to become Independent In fact as well
as In name.
Is designed

Mexican soldiers In the Carranza
uniform provided the latest complication In the Mexican situation by shooting at an American army airplane that
was patrolling the border near Laredo,
Tex. One of the aviators, Capt. Davis
W. McNabb, was wounded. The Mexican authorities said the machine was
over Mexican territory at the time;
the American officials on the ground
denied this, and the administration at
Washington patiently awaited further
The American army Is
Information.
growing restive under the evident con
tempt In which It is held by Mexico,
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Public Sale

Get busy Mr. Man the mystery
is due this
Granville .Avo- .
.my
week, G.
will ofla ct Public Auctioi
mobles Clayton, N. II.
M
Ruy,
N
2
of
miles
North
farm

Dr. A. E. Fairbanks

car New Overland--

4

--

!Most Expert Optician in.lhe Southwest

Established 188G, Home Office 13.7 Cook Ave., Raton
New Mexico.

xjuecn's lands, cmoe Into tiie hands of

that corporation by gift.

Therefore
we have no orljrfiuil owners to truce
.antedating the English, fiw only the
.'Dutch
Roverninent and the Indians
Acnieving success.
tfrorn whom the Dutch bouglri ManhaSuccess i a life depends inore than
ttan island.
anything else on "animated ntodcra'
tion," on n certain combination
f en
ergy of mlj'il and bnl:ince of mind,
Fed Up.
hard io nttaia and harder to keep.
!T3ie man who never docs swelling
Bagoliot.
Walt
lie doesn't like rarely likes etching

On Sept. 17th for one Day
economy-spced-clas-

s.

Clayton,

Automobles

Granville
N. M.

Trinity Church Yard.
According to the Now Yuri; city rec- Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
ords, Trinity thureh obtained the Site sharp, the following property
by fl grant from tire Uinj of Enchiné.
24 Mules and Horses 24
It was known :as the kind's domain.
3 yrs. old: 3 mules 10 ' T3.
Mule
owned
tract of land
.Later the
by the TrSstlty i.ari.sh, .know it as the old; 2 mules 6 yrs. all well broke

ho does.

Life.

and mule colt
spotted mule
Novelty
unbroke, 2 yearlings, 1
fillies .10 mares
anule; 4
i.nd horses 1 1) 4 years.

Farm Machinery
set double harness,
STigle harness, saddle,'
harrow, hay rake, buggyj new
barre, grind stone, log chain,
-

Wagon,

60-toot-

John Schneider

will gladly

demonstrate these cars.
They are all fully equipped

noth-

ing to buy but gas and oil and very
little of that, as the Chevrolets go

futher

FORDSON

See for your own satisfaction how the iron

horses work".

Put One on Your Farm

Owners.

F. O. WHITE,
Auct. Roy, N. M.
F. L. SCJIULTZ, Clerk.

COL- -

Exceptional gooij car at a
medium price. Come in and
we

CASE

h

TERMS OF SALE A credit of 12
months; sums of $10.00 and under,
cash; 10 per cent discount for cash.
,vt '
If not paid when due 12 per ct.
interest from date of sale.

This cut shows
you the Baby
Grand.

Three consecutive days of
tractor demonstrations.

towt)rk;Mare

Steel
stock tank.
Kitchen
range, Household and
furniture and other articles too
numerous to mention.

See for yourself,

Festival

Jart

WILL BE AT
Floersheim Store Roy, New Mexico
.

Mitchell

Roy, Harvest

Tuesday Sept 16, 1919

Optician and Ophthalmologist

touring cars on hand, Ja prop er
car for thene rough roads. G. G.

r.

Mitchell
i
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We carry repairs

s

economy-speed-clas-

touring cars on hand a proper
car for these rough roads G. G.
Clayton,

Automobles

Granville

TRADE AT HOME

N. M.
MICKIE SAY

J

on a smaller amount of gas

NOPe,VJ

v

and oil than any car built.

MANY DIFFRENT TYPES TO

SELECT FROM.
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If you expect to own a BUICK CAR
this year place
your order now for a MODEL K
45, 1920

LLLZ

-

i

1.
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be no end to it."

sí

it1

proper
n V.

MODEL.1

-

We will have in a car load in
the next few days

'

.

V

consisting of one Roadster and three
Touring Cars.
Come over and see them. PRICE
$1685.00 Las
Vegas delivery.
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Say did you notice my ad was
not in thi paper for some time?
yes, well we wasnt out of money
but was trading this

I

í

.

Barbe.1

SOUTH-WES-

713 Douglas Ave

BUICK CO.

T

Phone 74

Haynes, Americ's first motor
car light six light twelve G. G.
Granville Automobles Clayton.

I)

N. M.

I had for a hogshead full.
I have now more money than
pver to loan.
We place very
liberal amounts on improved
farms, in fact as much or more

Our terms

than any one else.

SNORT Y

go:

IS OFF THE MARKET

THERE'S A
REASON

easv. made to suit vou and
we close our loans up promptly.
We will make a ranch loan as
promptly as a farm loan. If you
need money come and see me or
write giving me a full description of your land and improvements and the amount you wish.
J. E. Wildman,
Real Estate and Loan Agency .

nrp.

Mitchell

The New Store
ALUJAN
ra
la

In the Foster Block, Roy,

i

OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK OF GENERAL
AT FAIR PRICES
MERCHANDISE

We Buy Butter and Eggs

-ec- onomy-speed-class

Automobles

Clayton,

M. M.

Cousin Bill Says:
,
"When a man thinks he lias left his
watch at homo and takes It out of bis
pocket to see if he lias time to go back
for it, I should call that man absent-minde-

d."

touring cars on hand, a proper
car for these rough roads G. G.
Granville

E. Las Vegas, NM

AtHighest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Produce,

El Dorado Hotel

Groceries

UncV new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Dry Goods, Shoes

Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms

Steam Heated,

homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the.
Main Business District

Ready-to-We-

A quiet,

Tourists and

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the

right place.

Clothing

ar

WE SOLICT YOUR PATRONAGE

rt REMIGIO

u

-

JUAN LUJAN

LOPEZ
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